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Abstract

Increasing prevalence of autonomous systems has generated interest in effective inclusion
of robots as team members in many domains, especially where complex and safety-critical tasks
must be performed. We envision a world where autonomous systems can be seamlessly
integrated into high performing human teams. In order for team members to successfully work in
concert to achieve a goal, the team must establish a common understanding of the task
expectations and communicate effectively. In this dissertation , we drew inspiration from studies
of effective human teamwork, which showed that best performing human teams exploit
anticipatory coordination strategies (referred to as implicit coordination) to selectively
communicate information based on the perceived needs of the other members in the team instead
of requesting for information (referred to as explicit coordination). We elaborated upon prior
characterizations of communication as implicit versus explicit by dividing implicit
communication into two subtypes: (1) goal-based information (referred to as deliberative-
implicit communication) and (2) status updates (referred to as reactive-implicit communication).
Based on an empirical study conducted using 13 teams of 4 people working on a collaborative
search-and-deliver task, we found that the best performing teams exhibited higher rates of
deliberative communication than reactive communication compared to the worst-performing
teams (p = 0.039). In other words, the best performing teams proactively shared goal-based
information with their teammates.

By gaining insight into how high-performing human teams communicate effectively, we
developed a computational model using a Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM) that
selected the appropriate communication type (i.e., deliberative, reactive, explicit or no
communication) for the autonomous agent using human teams' data. We showed that the
MEMM model accuracy was high when the model was trained and tested using the best-
performing teams' data (73.3%) and all 13 teams' data (92.3%) from the previously studied
human-human teams. We further validated this model by assessing team performance in an
empirical study where teams consisting of 2 human and 2 autonomous agent worked on a
collaborative task. We compared the performance of teams with agents using the MEMM
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communication model to performance of teams with agents communicating using only
deliberative-implicit communications or reactive-implicit communications. Results from this
study showed that team performance with agents using the MEMM communication model was
statistically better than team performance with agents using reactive-implicit communication
model (p < 0.001) and deliberative communication model for the fastest five teams (p <0.001).
We also found that mean task completion time for agent using the MEMM model was equivalent
to the mean task completion time of human-human teams study within 95% confidence. For
these reasons, we recommend that a human inspired communication model be further
investigated and implemented in human robot teams meant to work in cooperation with human
teammates. This is the first study to empirically demonstrate that teams consisting of humans and
autonomous agents, where the agents were designed to emulate communication strategies of
human teams, performs equally as well as teams with all humans.
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Thesis Reader
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Increasing prevalence of autonomous systems has generated interest in effective

inclusion of robots as team members in many domains, especially where complex and safety-

critical tasks must be performed; these domains include military operations and disaster response

(Hancock, 1989; Murphy, 2004; Parasuraman, Barnes, Cosenzo & Mulgund, 2007; Parasuraman,

Cosenzo & De Visser, 2009). We envision a world where autonomous systems can be seamlessly

integrated into high performing human teams. In order for team members to successfully work in

concert to achieve a goal, the team must establish a common understanding of the task

expectations and communicate effectively (Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwin, Salas, & Cannon-

Bowers, 2000). According to the 2014 National Robotics Initiative report (National Science

Foundation, 2015), robust coordination amongst teammates working with multi-agent systems is

necessary for the future of effective human-robot teams. The goal of this dissertation is to

develop a computational model that enable an autonomous agent to communicate effectively to

be a successful teammate in a human-agent team.

Exchanging the right information at the right time is crucial for team performance. From

a human's perspective, communication requires both temporal and cognitive resources, which

can be costly in terms of time and effort, especially for highly complex tasks (MacMillan, Entin

& Serfaty, 2004). For an autonomous agent, costs associated with communication arise due to

computational requirements that may be necessary to process information. Expending a

minimum amount of resources to communicate while maintaining a shared mental model

benefits team performance (MacMillan et. al., 2004). Results from previous studies have shown

that high-performing teams coordinate effectively by sharing information before it is needed,

rather than explicitly requesting teammates to perform actions or exchange information (Crant,

2000; Entin & Serfaty 1999; Entin & Entin, 2000; Entin, Entin & Serfaty, 2000; Shah &

Breazeal, 2010; Yin, Miller, Loerger, Yen & Volz, 2000). However, less is known about which

types of anticipatory information sharing are most effective. In addition, further investigation on
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how an autonomous agent can use these anticipatory communication strategies to coordinate

with human teammates is needed.

In this dissertation, we drew inspiration from studies of effective human teamwork,

which showed that best performing human teams selectively communicate information based on

the perceived needs of the other agents in the team referred to as implicit coordination (Entin, &

Serfaty, 2000; Entin, 1999; Entin & Serfaty, 1999; Entin, Serfaty, & Deckert, 1994; Hoeft, 2006;

MacMillan et al., 2004; Shah & Breazeal, 2010). By gaining insight into how human teams

coordinate effectively, we developed a computational model for an autonomous agent that could

ultimately preserve performance and decision-making within human-robot teams. This may be

an effective approach to human-robot teaming, as these strategies have already demonstrated an

ability to maintain or improve team performance through effective human-human team

coordination, even under heavy workloads.

This work has applications in many time-critical and safety-critical domains. For

example, there is a long-standing tradition in which insights from applied psychology are

translated to develop training programs that enhance team coordination such as crew-resource

management in aviation (Ford, Kozlowski, Kraiger, 1997; Helmreich, Merritt, Wilhelm, 1999;

Salas, Burke, Bowers, Wilson, 2001) or medical teams (Lingard, Espin, Whyte, Regehr, Baker,

Renznick & Gober, 2004; Dunn, Mills, Neily, Crittenden, Carmack & Bagian, 2007) as shown in

Figure 1.1. For instance, pilot and co-pilot teams working together or nurses and surgeons

coordinating in the operating room perform a well-defined task that vary in degree of complexity

and under time pressure. High task completion time or inaccuracies in tasks can have a

significant impact on the team performance and potentially catastrophic consequences.

Figure 1.1 Communication Used in Training Teams in Aviation and Healthcare
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Figure 1.2. Rescue scenario with unmanned-manned systems

(Waharte & Trigoni, 2010)

Another example where our work can be applied is in human-robot teaming. Many of the

systems for task-level human robot coordination rely on explicit commands between the human

and robot. Studies including ours show that explicit coordination is not the effective way to

coordinate tasks (Shah & Breazeal, 2010). For example, consider a search and rescue scenario

where an unmanned vehicle (i.e., UAV) must work in concert with nearby vehicles (both

unmanned and manned) or a ground station operated by humans as shown in Figure 1.2. The

UAV may provide status updates throughout the progress of the task, communicate goal

information, command the other vehicles to perform specific actions or ask questions and seek

information related to the task. However, due to the time critical nature of the task, any

information overload could result poor task performance. In these scenarios, identifying the right

type of information to communicate becomes critical.
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1.1 Research Outline

We drew inspiration from studies of effective human teamwork, which show that high

performing human teams exploit implicit coordination strategies to selectively communicate

information based on the perceived needs of the other agents in the team (Entin, & Serfaty, 2000;

Entin & Serfaty, 1999; Entin, Serfaty, & Deckert, 1994; Hoeft, 2006; MacMillan et al., 2004;

Shah & Breazeal, 2010) to design and develop a computational model for an autonomous agent

that could ultimately preserve performance and decision-making within human-robot teams.

1.1.1 Research Objectives:

In this dissertation, we aim to address four main research objectives shown below.

1) Characterize anticipatory communication strategies that are employed by high

performing teams.

Results from prior studies have shown that high performing human teams share information by

anticipating the needs of their teammates through implicit coordination strategies (Crant, 2000;

Entin & Serfaty, 1999; Entin & Entin, 2000; Yin, Miller, Loerger, Yen, Volz, 2000). However,

less is known about which types of implicit coordination strategies are used by high performing

human teams. We need to identify whether all implicit communication strategies are effective or

whether there is a subset that improves communication. In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, we

elaborate upon prior characterizations of communications as implicit versus explicit by dividing

implicit communication into two subtypes (i.e., deliberative-implicit and reactive implicit). It

may be beneficial to understand whether there are any specific communication behaviors within

implicit coordination (i.e., deliberative-implicit or reactive-implicit communication) that can

maintain or improve team performance while reducing the amount of communication overhead.

Based on the human-subject experiment (described in Chapter 3), we found that the fastest teams

communicated using higher rates of deliberative communication than the slowest teams.
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2) Understand how implicit communication strategies are employed based on the features

of task complexity

High-performing human teams adapt to increasing workload and task complexity by using

implicit coordination strategies (Klein, Feltovich, Bradshaw & Woods, 2004). While it is

understood through prior work that increase in task complexity can deter task performance (Kerr

& Tindale, 2004; Weingart, 1992), it is unknown how communication patterns change based on

the task structure that can influence task complexity. In Chapter 3, we describe an experiment

design where features of task complexity, such as component complexity and coordinative

complexity, are manipulated. We then empirically evaluate through a human subject experiment

how the specific features of the task impact communication strategies by characterizing the

relationship between task structure, implicit communication and team performance. Our results

show that as coordinative complexity of the task is increases, the task completion time of the task

also increases. We found that the fastest teams communicated using higher rates of deliberative

communication than the slowest teams. In other words, the high performing human teams

proactively communicate information about their next goal to teammates by using higher rates of

deliberative-implicit communication than reactive-implicit communication.

3) Develop a computational model for an autonomous agent to communicate effectively

with human teammates, based on the data from human-human teams'.

Human teammates have demonstrated high levels of interdependency as task complexity

increases. With effective communication, teams perform tasks requiring interdependent actions.

Based on prior work, in order to introduce a robot to work effectively with a human teammate,

the robot's communication strategies must be predictable and directable by human teammates. In

other words, the teammates must have a relationship where they can give and receive

information to perform the task effectively. One way to achieve this is by translating effective

communication strategies from human-human teams to human-agent teams. In Chapter 4 of this

dissertation, we describe a probabilistic computational model that learns communication

strategies employed by high performing human teams. In this chapter we also evaluate the model

by analyzing its prediction performance.
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4) Empirically evaluate team performance to assess whether an autonomous agent using

the communication computational model can preserve or improve human-human team

performance

An agent's decision-making to use specific coordination strategies (i.e., implicit versus explicit

coordination) to exchange information has not been studied in the context of human-robot

interaction (HRI) by prior work. The computational model presented in Chapter 4 aims to bridge

this gap in literature. In order to evaluate this computation model, we conducted a human-subject

experiment where human teammates work in concert with autonomous agent teammates. We

evaluated the team performance when autonomous agent teammates used the computational

model to communicate and compared that against the team performance when the autonomous

agent teammates used a set of benchmark communication strategies.

1.2 Dissertation Organization

This dissertation is organized as follows:

" Chapter 1, Introduction, describes the motivation, objectives, and research questions.

" Chapter 2, Prior Work, provides a literature review on human-human and human-agent

teaming related to effective team coordination. We describe communication strategies

that correspond with effective team performance, improved shared mental model and

reduced communication overhead. This chapter also includes characteristics of task

complexity and its relationship with effective team performance defined by prior work. A

motivation for peer-to-peer teaming, which has not been widely explored in team

coordination literature is also presented in the chapter. Next, we provide a motivation for

human-inspired approach to the design of an autonomous agent. Finally, we describe how

our work bridges the gaps in literature and contributes to the field of human-human and

human-agent teaming.

* Chapter 3, Human Teams Communication Study, provides a classification for effective

communication strategies that teams can adopt during the conduct of tasks with varying

degrees of complexity. We investigated implicit communication strategies for

anticipatory information sharing during team performance of tasks with varying degrees
15



of complexity. We compared the strategies used by teams with the highest level of

performance to those used by the lowest-performing teams to evaluate the frequency and

methods of communications used as a function of task structure.

* Chapter 4, Agent Communication Model, describes a computational model developed to

identify communication behavior an agent can employ when working in human-agent

teams. We draw inspiration from the results from Experiment 1, human team

communications study (Chapter 3), to develop a human-inspired computational model for

an autonomous agent.

* Chapter 5, Human Agent-Communication Study 1, presents a human-subject experiment

conducted to evaluate performance of teams with agents using the computation model

developed using the high performing human teams' data. Furthermore, we compare team

performance with agents using this model to team performance with agents using only

deliberative-implicit or reactive-implicit communications.

* Chapter 6, Human Agent-Communication Study 2, describes a human subject experiment

conducted to evaluate performance of teams with agents using the computational model

with all human teams' data. This dataset includes communication strategies used by both

the high-performing teams as well as the low performing teams. We present results from

the experiment and discuss implications of the results.

* Chapter 7, Conclusions, provides a summary of this dissertation and discusses the

implications of the key contributions. This chapter also briefly highlights areas for future

work.
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Chapter 2

Prior Work

Team coordination is essential to accomplishing tasks in a variety of complex domains

such as aviation, military, emergency response and healthcare. These domains involve time

critical tasks, where failing to execute them in a timely manner can have catastrophic

consequences. The use of autonomous agents as teammates is being actively explored in these

domains as described in Chapter 1. Introducing autonomous agents as teammates can have the

potential to improve team performance because 1) the time-sensitive nature of the tasks can

benefit from an autonomous agent that can communicate the right information at the right time,

2) teams in these domains are often geographically-separated with individuals communicating

over electronic channels or voice which can be monitored by an autonomous agent, and 3)

autonomous agents may have the ability to improve ineffective coordination among human team

members by anticipating and compensating for potential breakdowns.

In this thesis, we drew inspiration from studies of effective human teamwork, which

show that best performing human teams exploit implicit coordination strategies to selectively

communicate information based on the perceived needs of the other agents in the team (Entin, &

Serfaty, 2000; Entin & Serfaty, 1999; Entin, Serfaty, & Deckert, 1994; Hoeft, 2006; MacMillan

et al., 2004; Shah & Breazeal, 2010). By gaining insight into how human teams coordinate

effectively, we developed a computational model for an autonomous agent that could ultimately

preserve performance and decision-making within human-robot teams. This may be an effective

approach to human-robot teaming, as these strategies have already demonstrated an ability to

maintain or improve team performance through effective human-human team coordination, even

under heavy workloads. Furthermore, we applied these strategies of top-performing human

teams to empirically evaluate whether an autonomous agent incorporating these behaviors would

preserve or even improve team performance, and under which circumstances.

In this chapter, we provide relevant prior literature on human-human and human-agent

teaming related to effective team coordination. In Section 2.1, we first described communication
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strategies that correlate with effective team performance, improved shared mental models and

reduced communication overhead. In this section, we also discussed measures used by prior

work to evaluate team performance and team communication. In Section 2.2, we described

characteristics of task complexity and its relationship with effective team performance. In

Section 2.3, we provided a motivation for the study of peer-to-peer teaming, which has not been

widely explored in team coordination literature. Next, in section 2.4, we provided a motivation

for a human-inspired approach to the design of an autonomous agent. Finally, in Section 2.5 we

described how our work bridges the gaps in literature and contributes to the field of human-

human and human-agent teaming.

2.1 Communication Strategies to Improve Team Performance

One of the first studies to investigate coordination strategies identified that manipulation

of workload significantly impacted the types of communications used by human teams

(Kleinman and Serfaty, 1989). Specifically, the authors found that as workload increased,

teammates requested less information from their teammates than in low or medium workload

conditions. Following Kleinman and Serfaty's study, a number of studies have shown that

teammates who primarily exchange information by anticipating each other's needs perform

better than those who use less anticipatory communication (Entin et al., 1999; Entin et al., 2000;

MacMillan et al., 2004; Shah et al., 2010). This type of anticipatory information sharing is

referred to as "implicit" coordination, though we note that there are varying definitions of

implicit coordination in prior work (Hoeft, 2006). Implicit coordination involves proactive

sharing of information among teammates involving their own actions such as providing status

updates related to the changes in the environment (Entin and Serfaty, 1999; Mackenzie et al.,

2004). In contrast, "explicit" coordination, which involves prompts or requests for information

amongst teammates, corresponds to increased communication overhead (Entin et al., 1999; Entin

et al., 2000; MacMillan et al., 2004; Shah et al., 2010). These coordination behaviors are meant

to control teammates' actions (Entin and Serfaty, 1999; Mackenzie et al., 2004). Teams are able

to maintain or improve their performance under stress by switching from explicit to implicit

coordination (Stout et al., 1996; Salas et al., 1999; Orasanu, 1990). Increased use of implicit

coordination also correlates with a reduced error rate during tasks with a heavy workload (Entin

et al., 1999).
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2.1.1 Definitions of Implicit Coordination

There are varying definitions of implicit coordination in prior work. For example, one

study defined implicit coordination as "without consciously trying to coordinate" (Espinosa,

Lerch & Kraut, 2004). In another study implicit coordination was defined as the "ability of team

members to act in concert without the need for overt communication" (MacMillan, Entin &

Serfaty, 2004). These inconsistencies in the definition for implicit coordination are described in

prior work (Hoeft, 2006). However, these studies have shown that each of these categorizations

of implicit coordination is associated with improved team performance (Espinosa et al., 2004;

Hoeft, 2006; MacMillan et al., 2004).

In this thesis, we use definitions of implicit and explicit communication obtained from

Entin & Serfaty (1993), where implicit coordination is defined as the communication that "relies

on anticipation of the information and resource needs of the other team members" and explicit

coordination is defined as "the transfer of information and resources in response to requests." In

our work, we define and study two specific types of implicit communication strategies: 1)

"deliberative-implicit communication," which conveys information related to goals; and 2)

"reactive-implicit communication," which conveys information related to the world state and is

triggered by a change in the environment. Definitions and examples of both types of

communication are provided in the Dependent Measures section of Chapter 3.

2.1.2 Measures for Evaluating Team Performance and Communication

Prior work had described a critical need for a solid understanding of the factors that

influence team processes (i.e., communication) and performance (Entin & Entin, 2001; Klinger

et al., 1993; Salas, Bowers, and Cannon-Bowers, 1995; Hall and Regian, 1996). In this section,

we describe commonly used methods for evaluating team performance and communication.

These methods are analyzed to identify ways in which team performance and communication

can be improved.

Methods for evaluation of team performance used in prior work were tailored to a

specific mission or scenario and included objective measures such as degree of completeness of

the task, task competition time, accuracy rates and subjective measures of workload for self and

others, uncertainty in the task, and attitudes towards selected issues in the task (Entin & Entin,
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2001; Johnston, Smith-Jentsch, and Cannon-Bowers, 1997). For this work, we specifically

measured team performance based on the task completion time. We also evaluated subjective

measures of teammates' perception of the other member's task performance.

Communication behaviors in prior work have been analyzed based on overall rate of

total communications (i.e., communications per minute), number of requests for information per

minute (i.e., rate of explicit communication) and number of proactively shared information items

per minute (i.e., rate of implicit communication) (Entin et al., 1994; Entin et al., 1999; Serfaty,

Entin and Johnston, 1998). Prior work has studied coordination behaviors and communication

efficiency through analysis of the ratio of total communications to communication requests,

referred as the "anticipation ratio" (Entin et al., 1999; MacMillan et al., 2004). Anticipation ratio

values greater than one indicate that team members sent ("pushed") larger amounts of

anticipatory information than requested information ("pulled"); thereby reducing communication

overhead (Entin, et al., 2000; Entin, 1999; Entin et al., 1999; Entin et al., 1994; Hoeft, 2006;

MacMillan et al., 2004). In other words, the higher the anticipation ratio, the more implicit

coordination behavior was being exhibited by the team, with higher rates of information being

sent amongst the teammates than requested.

One study argues that using the anticipation ratio can obscure the specific trends in the

underlying team processes (Hoeft, 2006). For example, a single index may not provide

information on whether an increase or decrease in the anticipation ratio was due to the increase

or decrease in the rates of explicit coordination or implicit coordination, or both. Therefore, this

study argues that the investigation of team coordination should not just involve an analysis of

anticipation ratios, but also the analysis of both the rates of explicit and implicit coordination

separately (Hoeft, 2006). In our work, we use both the anticipation ratio and the specific rates of

implicit and explicit coordination to assess effective team coordination.

2.1.3 Motivation to Improve Shared Mental Models and Reduce Communication

Overhead

A number of studies have shown that mutual or shared mental models (SMMs) can lead

to improved team performance (Langan-Fox, Code, & Langfield-Smith, 2000; Mathieu et. al.,

2000; Porac & Thomas, 1990; Rentsch & Klimoski, 2001). Rouse and Morris (1986) define
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"mental model" as a mechanism whereby humans generate descriptions of system purpose and

form, explanations of system functioning and observed systems states, and predictions of future

system states." Mental models aid in rapid understanding of the system behavior. Shared mental

models provide team members with a common understanding of teammates' roles and

responsibilities, which allows teammates to anticipate one another's needs to coordinate

effectively (Stout et al., 1999). Studies have indicated that improved SMMs can positively

impact decision-making and communication (Kraiger and Wenzel, 1997; Mathieu et. al., 2000).

One study showed that teams who planned better also developed better SMMs and used more

efficient communication strategies under high workload conditions (Stout et al, 1999).

Empirical studies indicated that implicit coordination behaviors were associated with

high-quality SMMs (Cannon-Bowers, Salas & Converse, 1993; Entin & Serfaty, 1999; Espinosa,

Kraut, Lerch, Slaughter, Herbsleb, & Mockus, 2001; Kleinman et al., 1989; MacMillan, Paley,

Levchuk, Entin, Freeman, & Serfaty, 2001; Urban et al., 1996; Volpe et al., 1996; Weick &

Roberts, 1993). For example, Kleinman and Serfaty (1989) conducted an empirical study with

military commanders using a simulated tactical decision making task and found that team

members exercised SMMs to coordinate task-specific actions. Entin and Sefaty (1999) stated that

team members rely on their SMMs to anticipate each other's needs to communicate using

implicit coordination. In another study, it was determined empirically that team members

incorporated each other's capabilities into their own action planning and coordinated their

actions based on the anticipated needs of their teammates (Sebanz et al., 2006). These SMMs

allowed teammates to obtain a common understanding of the task and the environment and

perform the task quickly with minimal errors (Kleinman et al., 1989; Entin & Serfaty, 1999;

Sebanz et al., 2006).

Furthermore, Athens (1982) found that frequent communications among military

commanders allowed them to develop improved SMMs. While higher levels of information

sharing can improve mental models, it can also lead to a negative effect of communication

overhead (Harbers et al., 2012; Li, Sun and Miller, 2015). Communication overhead is associated

with the exchange of information, which can require time and cognitive resources (MacMillan et

al., 2004). Prior work has shown that increased communication can lead to an overload of

information (MacMillan et al., 2004). It may therefore be beneficial to understand whether there

are any specific communication behaviors within implicit coordination that can maintain or
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improve team performance while reducing the amount of communication needed among team

members.

As time pressure increases, teammates who shift their primary coordination and

information-seeking strategy to implicit coordination perform tasks faster than those who use

explicit coordination (Entin et al., 1999; Orasanu, 1990; Shah et al., 2010). In other words, high-

performing teammates engage in significantly fewer requests for information under high

workload conditions than lower-performing teams, reducing the communication overhead

associated with coordination (Volpe, Cannon-Bowers, Salas, and Spector, 1996; Waller, Gupta

& Giambatista, 2004). Compared to autonomous agents, human teammates can have limited

capacity of memorizing and processing information (Harbers, Jonker, Riemsdijk, 2012).

Therefore, increased exchange of information can quickly become a burden for human

teammates (Harbers et al., 2012).

2.2 Task Complexity and Its Impact on Team Performance and

Communication

Through previous research, we know that task complexity can negatively affect team

performance (Kerr & Tindale, 2004; Klein, Feltovich, Bradshaw & Woods, 2004; Weingart,

1992), as mentioned in the previous section. To understand the effect of task complexity on team

performance, task complexity should be clearly defined. In this thesis, we characterized task

complexity using the construct developed by Wood (Wood, 1986), which is one of the most

widely-used complexity models (Naylor & Schenck, 1968; Oeser & O'Brien, 1967).

Based on the Wood (1986) construct, task complexity is defined according to three main

attributes: component complexity, coordinative complexity and dynamic complexity. A

description of each type of complexity is outlined below. Our investigation is specifically

focused on the ways in which component and coordinative complexity impact team performance

and communication patterns.

* Component Complexity refers to the quantity of task components, which can include the

number of distinct acts and information cues that must be processed in order to perform a

given task. If the decision-making relies upon large quantities of information, it may
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place high information load on the memory and attention system of the task performer

(Bonner, 1994; Gardner, 1990; Wood, 1986).

" Coordinative complexity refers to the relationship and connectivity between the

information cues and actions (Liu and Li, 2012). Coordinative complexity can be defined

by the sequencing of information cues and acts as it relates to task performance (Wood,

1986).

" Dynamic complexity refers to changes in coordinative and component complexity over

the course of the task (Wood, 1986). Dynamic complexity comes into play when there are

changes to the external world that can affect task components and their relationships over

a period of time. For example, increasing task uncertainty and including random events

that can affect the task can increase the dynamic complexity of the task (Liu and Li,

2012).

In prior work, team communication for task planning increased when the most complex

task required sequencing between actions (coordinative complexity) (Weingart, 1992). However,

in contrast to our study, this earlier work did not address communication and coordination on-

the-fly, but rather considered communication during a pre-planning phase. Another study

examined strategies for effective coordination of organizations in company management

(Malone & Crowston, 1994). The researchers determined that increased coordinative complexity

was correlated with increased interdependency between agents, and that the study of task

complexity and its effect on communication is pertinent to supporting effective group

coordination. In this thesis, we evaluated the task-specific attributes contributing to poor task

performance. In addition, we identified the types of implicit communication that led to high team

performance as task complexity increased.
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2.3 Motivation for Peer-to-Peer Teaming

Much of the literature studying team coordination has involved leaders versus

subordinates (Entin & Serfaty, 1999; Espinosa et al., 2001; Kleinman & Serfaty, 1989; Li et al.,

2015). However, further information is needed to determine whether effective communication

strategies for teams with hierarchy are also effective for teams where people are equal partners.

The objective of this dissertation is to identify effective coordination strategies for peer-to-peer

communication in human-agent teams. In the near future, groups of distributed multi-agent teams

will need to together to solve complex problems. These teammates will likely be comprised of a

set of self-reliant agents that can sense, plan and act on their own in an uncertain world.

Furthermore, in order to achieve a common, team-based goal, these teammates would need to

coordinate their actions appropriately (Stedl, 2005).

Consider a search and rescue scenario where a group of UAVs receive commands from a

ground station on their plans and schedules as shown in Figure 2.1. In this case, the UAVs would

simply provide status updates back to the ground station. This type of coordination is referred to

as centralized coordination where one teammate (the leader) performs all of the offline reasoning

and directs the other teammates (the followers) on what to do. In these scenarios, the decision-

making is handled by the ground station rather than by the individual agents.

There are several disadvantages to this type of coordination. First, the ground station

introduces a single point failure to the system. If the ground station is inoperative, the

communication for the entire system breaks down. On July 21, 2008, an Air Force ground station

faced an electrical problem and lost its power supply while controlling three Predators, which are

UAVs used by the military for aerial reconnaissance and combat. The power was restored after

several minutes; however, the ground station was only able to regain control of two out of the

three Predators and lost control of the third Predator'. In safety critical applications such as

emergency response, limiting points of failure is critical to task performance.

Ihttp://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/investigative/2014/06/20/when-drones-fall-from-the-sky/
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Figure 2.1. Centralized Coordinated System Architecture

Figure 2.2 Distributed Coordinated System Architecture

Reducing the single point failures can be achieved through distributed systems as shown

in Figure 2.2. In distributed coordination, each team member in the system has equal capabilities

and therefore, there are no "leaders" in the architecture of the system (Stedl, 2004). All

teammates participate in decision-making, planning and communication. In this case, if one

teammate loses communication with the other, team coordination does not entirely breakdown.
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The second drawback of centralized coordination is that the ground station can introduce

a bandwidth threshold where communication bottlenecks can occur. This prevents the system

from scaling to a larger number of UAVs. If the leader/ground station is a human,

communication overhead issues could prevent the human from coordinating with all of its

teammates. Prior work has shown that increased communication can lead to an overload of

information (MacMillan et al., 2004). There also exists extensive literature evaluating the

number of agents or vehicles a human operator can monitor or coordinate with (Chen, Barnes,

Harper-Sciarini, 2011; Cummings & Guerlain, 2007; Olsen & Wood, 2004). A distributed, peer-

to-peer coordination model may have the potential to limit overloading any one "leader" with all

of the information.

The third drawback of centralized coordination is limitations of communication range.

Most unmanned systems rely on wireless communication for navigation and control. These links

can be easily interrupted by various forms of interference, a common occurrence. While some

outages can be harmless, others can cause the UAVs to permanently lose connection with the

ground station. For example, on April 20, 2009, a Predator UAV crashed after losing connection

with the ground station as it was no longer able to obtain navigation and control commands 2.

Overall, a distributed, peer-to-peer architecture has the benefit of being highly adaptable,.

reliable and scalable (Stedl, 2004). It should be noted that there exists several categories of

coordination architectures that use concepts from both centralized (leader vs. subordinate) and

distributed (all agents have same capabilities) architectures (Stedl, 2004). For example, there

exists a notion of hierarchical distributed coordination where multiple co-leaders use distributed

algorithms to do high-level decision making and coordinate with subordinates who will conduct

low-level decision making (Stedl, 2004). Regardless of the architecture types, in order to be

robust to communication limitations that can occur in centralized coordination, the burden to

communicate and to coordinate team members' actions should be distributed among all

teammates.

2 http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/investigative/2014/06/20/when-drones-fall-from-the-sky/
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2.4. Motivation for Human-Inspired Approach to Agent Design

Success in team performance in complex domains such as military, emergency response,

or medicine is often characterized by the skilled and coordinated performance of teammates

conducting highly interdependent tasks. Specifically, as task complexity increases to involve

more interdependence among teammates, the impact of coordination on team performance also

increases (Cheng, 1983; Johnson, 2014). Nonetheless, human teams are often able to effectively

perform complex tasks requiring interdependent action if the team members communicate

effectively (Bradshaw, Feltovich, Johnson, 2012; Klein, Woods, Bradshaw, Hoffman &

Feltovich, 2004; Johnson et al., 2014). However, one of the barriers to modeling an agent that

can perform interdependent actions is designing effective communication strategies for the agent

(Klein et al., 2004).

A number of studies have designed communication strategies for autonomous agents, that

aim to reduce communication overhead and potentially improve task performance for

interdependent and collaborative tasks (Krafft, Baker, Pentland & Tenenbaum, 2016; Mostafa &

Lesser, 2009; Nair, Roth & Yokoo, 2004; Spaan, Gordon & Vlassis, 2006; Unhelkar & Shah,

2016; Williamson, Gerding & Jennings, 2009; Xuan, Lesser & Zilberstein, 2004). For example,

one study designed and evaluated an algorithm aimed to reduce communications amongst teams

of autonomous agents working in a search and rescue environment (Unhelkar & Shah, 2016).

The algorithm evaluated the costs associated with sharing each piece of information (i.e.,

assessing whether the information only benefits the local agent or the entire team) (Unhelkar &

Shah, 2016). Through computer simulations of the task, the authors found that their algorithm

was able reduce communication without sacrificing performance when compared with other

state-of-the-art algorithms (Unhelkar & Shah, 2016).

While the results from these studies can be applied to human-agent collaboration, none of

these studies empirically evaluate the usability of the agent communication strategies with

human teammates. In fact, the results from these studies are strictly based on communications

between autonomous agents. For example, results from one study conducted with autonomous

agents indicated that team members who exchanged information about their intentions while

performing a task (i.e., where an agent is going and what they will do upon arriving there)

performed better than teams that shared information related to the world state (i.e., where the
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agent is currently located) (Harbers, Jonker & Riemsdijk, 2010). Although the researchers

observed team performance during tasks of varying degrees of complexity, the study was

conducted in a virtual environment with simulated agents. Consequently, the results and lessons

may not translate to relevant insights into communication strategies for human team members. In

addition, the study did not specifically explore implicit communication, but rather

communication that was related more generally to the agent's intentions or world knowledge.

In another study, researchers conducted a study using both humans and autonomous

agents working in a team and found that team communication related to goal-based information

was associated with improved team performance (Li et al., 2015). However, one limitation to this

study is that the human teammates did not have full authority in decision making. The study

included a supervisor agent who controlled what information was presented to the human.

Identifying how communication types will affect team performance in a peer-to-peer setting is

needed where the agent and human teammates have full autonomy for planning, decision-making

and communication. In addition, the study did not specifically explore implicit communications

that can impact the entire team, but rather communications that will change the goals of only the

human participant. An empirical study observing human teams as they perform tasks of varying

complexity is necessary to determine which specific types of implicit communication strategies

are effective for all members of the human teams.

Prior work has identified that for effective coordination among human-agent teams,

mutual predictability in which teammates (both human and autonomous) can predict and expect

the possible actions their teammates will take is critical (Bradshaw et al., 2012; Klein et al.,

2004; Johnson et al., 2014). Predictability can aid in higher use of implicit coordination where

teammates can communicate by anticipating the needs of one another (Klein et al., 2004;

Johnson et al., 2014). Mutual predictability can be achieved through shared knowledge and

experiences in working together (Bradshaw et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2014). There is a need to

identify how an autonomous agent can coordinate in a way that is predictable to humans. In

addition, there is a need to identify how mutual predictability can be achieved, particularly for an

autonomous agent teammate, when working in novice teams that do not share experiences in

working together. One way to achieve mutual predictability is by allowing the autonomous agent

to replicate behaviors employed by high performing teammates. For example, the autonomous
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agent can be trained to communicate like a high performing teammate by training it using the

communication strategies commonly employed by these teammates.

Another aspect of effective human-agent team coordination is directability, which is

where team members can respond to one another's needs and alter their plan accordingly. Team

members should be able to exchange information that will influence the decision-making of its

teammates. In addition, teammates should also use new information to alter their plans

accordingly. For example, if agent A communicates its plans to conduct task 1 without

assistance, its teammates should alter their plans to not conduct task 1. To develop an agent that

is directable, the agent must be trained for the common ways its teammates would communicate

their plans and provide direction.

We propose that it is desirable to use communication strategies employed by the high-

performing human teams to model an autonomous agent's communication behaviors using

learning from demonstrations (LfD), which is a widely used approach that has been successfully

applied with success to model agent behaviors (Argall, Chernova, Veloso, & Browning, 2009). It

has potential utility for our application for a number of reasons. Studies have shown that for a

mixed-agent team to accomplish tasks effectively, the human teammates must trust the

autonomous agent to perform the actions successfully and predictably (Hancock, Billings,

Schaefer, Chen, De Visser, & Parasuraman, 2011; Ososky, Schuster, Phillips & Jentsch, 2013).

In one study, higher reported levels of trust were associated with autonomous agents that

performed similar actions to humans versus those that lacked humanlike mental models (Groom

& Nass, 2007).

2.5 Gaps and Contributions

We propose to draw inspiration from studies of effective human teamwork, which show

that high performing human teams exploit implicit coordination strategies to selectively

communicate information based on the perceived needs of the other agents in the team (Entin, &

Serfaty, 2000; E. E. Entin, 1999; E. E. Entin & Serfaty, 1999; E. E. Entin, Serfaty, & Deckert,

1994; Hoeft, 2006; MacMillan et al., 2004; Shah & Breazeal, 2010). These communication

behaviors can include providing status updates (reactive-implicit communication) or specific

goal-based information (deliberative-implicit communication). We need to identify whether all
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implicit communication strategies are effective or whether there is a subset that improves

communication as mentioned in section 2.1. Specifically, we need to understand whether there

are any specific communication behaviors within implicit coordination (i.e., deliberative-implicit

or reactive-implicit communication) that can maintain or improve team performance while

reducing the amount of communication overhead. In this thesis, we elaborated upon prior

characterizations of communications as implicit versus explicit by dividing implicit

communication into two subtypes (i.e., deliberative-implicit and reactive implicit). We found

that high performing teams proactively communicate information about their next goal to

teammates by using higher rates of deliberative-implicit communication than reactive-implicit

communication.

We know from prior work that high-performing human teams adapt to increased

workload and task complexity by using implicit coordination strategies (Kerr & Tindale, 2004;

Klein, Feltovich, Bradshaw & Woods, 2004; Weingart, 1992). Increase in task complexity can

deter task performance-- however, it is unknown how communication patterns change based on

the task structure that can influence task complexity. There is a need to identify how various

features of task complexity, such as component complexity and coordinative complexity can

impact team performance and team communication as mentioned in section 2.2. In this

dissertation we aim to empirically evaluate how the specific features of the task impact

communication strategies by characterizing the relationship between task structure, implicit

communication and team performance.

In order for teams to perform tasks requiring interdependent actions, teams need to

coordinate and communicate their actions effectively. The communication strategies used by the

autonomous agent to communicate must be predictable and directable by human teammates. In

other words, the teammates must have a relationship where they can give and receive

information in a way that is expected by human teammates (Klein et al., 2004; Johnson et al.,

2014). One way to achieve this is by translating effective communication strategies from human-

human teams to human-agent teams. As mentioned in Section 2.4, there is a precedent for using

LfD by using data from human-human interactions (HHI) to design techniques for human-robot

interaction (HRI) (Argall, Chernova, Veloso, & Browning, 2009). However, using human-

inspired models for decision-making of coordination strategies such as implicit versus explicit

coordination has not been studied in the context of HRI.
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In this dissertation, we described the design of a computational model for an autonomous

agent to perform collaborative tasks with a human teammate effectively by gaining insight into

how nominal human teams coordinate effectively. We then empirically evaluated whether an

autonomous agent incorporating these behaviors would preserve or even improve team

performance, and under which circumstances through human-subject experiments. This may be

an effective approach to human-robot teaming, as these strategies have already demonstrated an

ability to maintain or improve team performance through effective human-human team

coordination, even under heavy workloads.

2.5.1. Dissertation Contributions

First, we identified effective communication strategies employed by teams that best

performed an assigned task, as indicated by task completion time and idle time, and compared

them with the strategies employed by the worst-performing teams. We elaborate upon prior

characterizations of communication as implicit versus explicit by dividing implicit

communication into two subtypes: (a) deliberative/goal information and (b) reactive status

updates. We found that as task complexity increased, the best-performing teams exhibited higher

rates of implicit coordination than explicit coordination and validate results from prior work. We

also found that the high-performing teams exhibited higher rates of deliberative communication

rather than reactive communication as task complexity increased. We gained insight into

deliberative communication by evaluating task structure and observed that as sequencing became

increasingly complex, communication related to the team's next goal became more valuable to

teammates, who were then better able to plan their subsequent actions. This work is a first step

toward empirical evaluation of task complexity to assess its impact on team performance. This is

one of the first evaluations of the two implicit communication subtypes (i.e., deliberative-

implicit and reactive-implicit).

Second, we develop a computational model that predicts the effective communication

type for the current state (i.e., deliberative-implicit, reactive-implicit, explicit and no

communication) given the communication type from the previous state and the observed

communication types of the agent's teammates. Based on the high prediction performance

achieved, our approach demonstrates that there are specific patterns that people use to
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communicate. The results also demonstrate that an agent using this model would emulate the

human team communications from Experiment 1. We also determine the model's robustness

across participants and teams that performed Experiment 1. We extend prior literature by training

and testing the model on the search and rescue domain. This is the first study to design a human-

inspired communication model that learns communication types (i.e., deliberative-implicit,

reactive-implicit, explicit or no communication) based on human teams data.

Third, we empirically evaluate the computational model by comparing the team

performance of agents using the computational model with agent using only deliberative-implicit

or only reactive-implicit to communicate. Team performance with agents using the

computational model is significantly higher than team performance with agents using the

benchmark communication strategies. We also find that the computational model is more

"human-like" than the benchmark communications and preserves high-performing human team

performance.

In all, this dissertation should serve as a guide to three potential populations. First, this

document may be useful for researchers interested in identifying effective team coordination for

complex tasks. Further empirical evaluations of deliberative-implicit and reactive-implicit

communication in other domains (e.g., healthcare and military) would be valuable to the research

field of human-human and human-agent coordination. Second, developers designing agent-based

models of human-agent coordination would find this document helpful in gaining insights on the

computational modeling can be useful for how sparse experimental data from human teams,

particularly related to communication type, can be used to derive a model. Third, this work can

be applied to develop training programs that aim to enhance team coordination. Results from our

work may provide guidelines for how teams working in complex environments could be trained

to communicate more effectively.
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Chapter 3

Experiment 1: Human Teams Study

In order for team members to successfully work in concert to achieve a goal, the team

must establish a common understanding of the task expectations and communicate effectively

(Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwin, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 2000). Results from previous studies

have shown that high-performing teams coordinate effectively by sharing information before it is

needed, rather than explicitly requesting teammates to perform actions or exchange information

(Crant, 2000; Entin & Serfaty 1999; Entin & Entin, 2000; Entin, Entin & Serfaty, 2000; Shah &

Breazeal, 2010; Yin, Miller, Loerger, Yen, Volz, 2000). However, less is known about which

types of anticipatory information sharing are most effective. Our goal in this work was to

investigate communication patterns based on the structure of a given task to further determine

which types of information sharing relate to efficient team performance.

In this chapter, we first propose a set of hypotheses intended to empirically characterize

the relationship between task structure, anticipatory information sharing and team performance.

Next, we describe an empirical study designed to evaluate these hypotheses, wherein 13 teams of

four participated in a collaborative search-and-deliver task. We analyze the communication

patterns that emerged from this study to determine which anticipatory communication strategies

were most effective for tasks with varying levels of complexity. In our work, we study two

specific types of implicit communication strategies: 1) "deliberative communication," which

conveys information related to goals; and 2) "reactive communication," which conveys

information related to the world state and is triggered by a change in the environment.

Definitions and examples of both types of communication are provided in the Dependent

Measures section (3.2.2.5). Finally, we point to the possible implications of these results for team

training and human-robot teams.
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3.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to present teams with tasks of increasing complexity and

compare the communication strategies employed by the teams that best performed a given task to

the strategies employed by the worst-performing teams for that task. Our aim was to classify

effective communication strategies that teams can adopt during the conduct of tasks with varying

degrees of complexity.

Hypothesis 1 (validation of previous studies): We aim to replicate a set of results from

prior studies, which found that implicit coordination behaviors were associated with improved

team performance (Entin et al., 1994; Entin et al., 1999; Entin et al., 2000; MacMillan, Entin &

Serfaty, 2004; Shah et al., 2010).

* Hypothesis La: High-performing teams exchange implicit communications at

higher rates than low-performing teams.

* Hypothesis lb: Low-performing teams exchange explicit communications at

higher rates than high-performing teams.

* Hypothesis lc: High-performing teams exhibit a greater anticipation ratio than

low-performing teams.

Hypothesis 2: High-performing teams will exhibit increased use of communications

related to coordinative complexity, or "deliberative communication." In dynamic environments

with excessive workload and time pressure, prioritizing the exchange of information can reduce

communication overhead (Mathieu et al., 2000). Use of deliberative communication, which

prioritizes information about the next goal to be accomplished during a task, can be one way to

mitigate the effects of information overload.

" Hypothesis 2a: High-performing teams will use deliberative communications at

higher rates than low-performing teams.

" Hypothesis 2b: Low-performing teams will use reactive communications at higher

rates than the high-performing teams.
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3.2 METHOD

We conducted a study involving multiple teams of four people. The teams performed four

search-and-deliver tasks within a synthetic task environment (STE) (Salas, Cooke, & Rosen,

2008) called "Blocks World for Teams" (BW4T) (Johnson, Jonker, Van Riemsdijk, Feltovich &

Bradshaw, 2009). The objective of each task was to search for and deliver a specified series of

colored blocks as quickly as possible.

3.2.1 Participants

Thirteen teams participated in the study. All participants (41 males and 11 females) were

recruited from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the Greater Boston area, and

had an average age of 25 years (SD = 6.7). Out of the 52 participants, 24 were undergraduate

students, 16 were graduate students and 12 were working professionals. Participants were asked

to report whether or not they were color-blind. None of the participants stated that they were

color-blind. Each participant received a $10 monetary compensation for their participation in the

experiment. An additional monetary incentive of $40 was provided for the team ($10 per person)

with fastest completion time across all performed tasks. All participants were treated ethically as

determined by the MIT Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (COUHES).

Participants provided a written consent before participating in the experiment (Appendix XX).

3.2.2 Blocks World for Teams

Implemented in Java, the BW4T testbed allows for human-human, agent-agent or human-

agent teams of varying sizes to work together to complete a search-and-deliver task. BW4T has

been widely used within multi-agent systems and human-robot interaction communities to better

understand the behavior of teams involving human and autonomous agents (e.g. Harbers, 2011;

Harbers, Bradshaw, Johnson, Feltovich, van den Bosch, & Meyer, 2011; Johnson, Bradshaw,

Feltovich, Jonker, van Riemsdijk, & Sierhuis, 2012).
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3.2.2.1 Map environment

An overview of BW4T is provided through the experimenter's view of the map

environment in Figure 3.2. In our experiment, the environment contained nine rooms, designated

'A l' through 'C3,' with each room containing colored blocks. A tenth room, designated the

'drop zone,' was located at the bottom of the map. Participants were tasked with delivering

specified colored blocks to the drop zone. The sequence of colored blocks to retrieve during each

task was depicted below the drop zone. In addition to the 10 rooms, the environment also

contained hallways allowing agents (BOTs) to travel from room to room.

Each participant was required to perform a set of actions within the environment in order

to successfully complete the task. To move a BOT, a participant right-clicked anywhere in the

environment (i.e., rooms or hallways) and then selected "go here" from a menu of options that

subsequently appeared. To pick up a block, a participant entered a room using his/her BOT and

typed the first letter of the block color (e.g., 'b' for a blue block or 'r' for a red block). The

participant then entered the drop zone and typed the letter 'd' to successfully deliver the block. If

the participant delivered a block into the drop zone that was not of the requested color, this

incorrect block was automatically and randomly placed into one of the other nine rooms.

3.2.2.2 Field of view

Several constraints were imposed within the interface in order to limit the visual range of

each participant, as shown in Figure 3.3. Each participant could only see the blocks in the room

he or she was currently occupying, including the drop zone. Participants were also unable to see

the locations of their teammates; however, each room contained a door that provided information

as to whether adjacent rooms were occupied: When another agent was occupying an adjacent

room, the door to that room was colored red ('DropZone' in Figure 3.3); otherwise, it was

colored green (Room 'A l' through 'C3' in Figure 3.2).

In addition to the field-of-view constraints imposed within the simulation, we also

physically restricted participants' view of their teammates. For example, we placed large boards

between all four participants to prevent them from seeing one another during the experiment as

shown in Figure 3.1. We also asked all participants to remain silent over the course of the session

so that all communication were performed through the interface.
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3.2.2.3 Communication

In order to work effectively as a team and complete the task as quickly as possible,

teammates were required to communicate their actions to one another in a way where we can

measure and evaluate these communications. The BW4T interface included a large chat window

and a set of predetermined communications to facilitate this interaction: "Ask," "Question,"

"Tell" and "Relay." Participants were able to communicate with all of their teammates

simultaneously or with individual team members using the communications available to them in

the interface. For example, when participants clicked on a communication, a dropdown menu

was available to them to spend the message to a specific participant ("BOT 1," "BOT2,"

"BOT3," and "BOT4") or "Everyone" to broadcast the message globally. When participants

clicked on a communication message that had a bolded item (e.g., "ROOM," "BLOCK"), a

multi-level drop down menu appeared. This allowed participants to first select the participant to

whom they want to send the message, then room or block identification information as shown in

Figure 3.4.

Communication was crucial to efficient task performance, as it allowed participants to

inform their teammates of their observations and actions. For example, in order for participants

to know which blocks had already been delivered, they could either visit the drop zone, which

would be time-consuming, or receive communications from their teammates conveying this

information.

It
'I

4

Figure 3.1. Participants' view of their teammates was restricted.
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Chat Session:
Boil Everyone, I am in RoomAl
Bot3 Everyone, I am in RoomC3
Boi: Botil, RoomAl has been checked by Boil
Bot4 Everyone, I am getting a Blue block from RoomAl
Bot3 Everyone, DropZone contains a Pink block
Boil Everyone, I am in RoomA2
Bot2 Everyone, I am in RoomB1
Bot1: Everyone, I have a White block
Bot3 : Everyone, RoomB3 is empty
Bot4 : Everyone, We need a White block
Bot1 Everyone, I have a White block
Bot3 Everyone, I just dropped off a Red block
Bot1 Everyone, We need a Blue block
Bot4 Everyone, We need a White block
Bot3 : Everyone, I just dropped off a White block
Bot2 Everyone, I have a Blue block

LftHaMC FronfRoqmC2 Fron!RoamC3

Figure 3.2 The experimenter's view of the task.
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Tel
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Relay
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No
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OK
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I don't
Wait
I am on the way
I am almostthere
Iam far away
Go to ROOM
Find a COLOR b ock
Get the COLOR block from ROOM

I am waitingoutside ROOM
I am in ROOM
ROOM containsa COLOR block
ROOM containsNUMBER COLOR bzocks
ROOM hasbeen checkedby NAME
ROOM is empty
I am getting a COLOR block from ROOM
I am looking fora COLOR block
I will get a COLOR block
just dropped of a COLOR block

We need a COLOR block
I have a COLOR block
Correction; My fast statement was wrong
i can't communicate with NAME
I can't move
I can't pick up COLOR blocks

Are you close?
Will yoube long?
Is anybodygoing to ROOM?
What is in ROOM)
Has anybody checked ROOM?
Who is n ROOM7
Where is a COLOR block 7
Who has aCOLOR block

5

Where should I go?
What color should I get?
Can you communicate with NAME?
Are you stuck?
Are you having prob lems with your robo?

NAME tell NAME
NAME from NAME:

Figure 3.3. A participant's view of the high-complexity task. Note: Font size in the map area is

enlarged for readability.
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ROOM s empty
lam getting a COLOR bockfrom ROOM
lam lookingfor a COLOR block
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can't move
can't pick up COLORblocks

Are you close?
Willyoube long?
is anybodygoing to ROOM?
What s in ROOM?
Has anybody checked ROOM
Who is in ROOM?

Ask Where is a COLORblock
Who has aCOLOR block>
Where should i go?
What color should i get?
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NAME teIl NAME:
Relay NAME from NAME

Figure 3.4. A participant's (BOT 2) view of a medium-complexity task. Note: Font size in

the map area is enlarged for readability.
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Figure 3.5. Communication structure to send messages in the BW4T interface.

3.2.2.4 Independent variable

A within-subject experiment design was employed in which participants completed four

tasks at varying levels of complexity: one "low-complexity task," one "high-complexity task"

and two "medium-complexity tasks." The medium-complexity tasks were identical, except that

one incorporated a "communication failure" in which two of the four agents were unable to

communicate with each other for a pre-specified duration within the task. Study and analysis

related to lost communication are outside the scope of this paper and are not included in this

analysis.

Based on the construct of task complexity developed in prior work (Wood, 1986), each

task was designed for a specific level of component and coordinative complexity as shown in

Figure 3.6. Component complexity was based on the number of blocks present, and coordinative

complexity varied according to the number of different colors represented among the blocks

participants were instructed to retrieve. This manipulation of complexity allowed us to

investigate how task structure affects team performance and communication patterns. More

specifically, this approach enabled us to determine how increasing the complexity of the
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sequencing of the blocks related to increased task completion time and communication rates

compared with increasing the number of blocks.

The number and sequencing of blocks used in each task type was determined through

pilot testing, with the intention that the tasks be possible to complete in a sufficiently short

amount of time to allow enrollment of more than 50 participants. Six blocks were required to be

retrieved to complete the low- and high-complexity tasks, which was identical to those used in

prior work (Johnson et al., 2009; Harbers et al., 2011). The colors of the blocks across all task

types were determined according to software constraints, as the program only allowed five

unique colors to be present in the interface.

Low-complexity task

As shown in Table 3.1, participants were required to collect six blue-colored blocks

during the low-complexity task. This task maintained low levels of both component complexity

and coordinative complexity, as depicted in Figure 3.6.

Table 1. Overview of each task.

Task Coloring of blocks Number Sequencing of blocks Task

complexity of allocation

type blocks

Low One color (blue) 6 No sequencing None

Medium Four colors (pink, green, 16 Alternate sequencing for BOT 1: P

white, blue) two colors (P, G, P, G) BOT 2: G

and BOT 3: W

(W, B, W, B). BOT 4: B

High Five colors (pink, white, 6 Pre-determined random None

blue, green, yellow) sequencing (P, W, W, B,

G, Y)

I
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Medium-complexity task

During the medium-complexity task, participants were required to search for and deliver

16 blocks, which were divided into two sequences that could be collected in parallel, as shown in

Figure 3.4. One sequence called for pink- and green-colored blocks in alternating order, while

the other required white and blue blocks in alternating order. Each of the four team members was

assigned a specific color, such that he or she could only deliver blocks of that specific color to

the drop zone. (For example, as shown in Figure 3.4, BOT 4 was the only participant able to

bring green blocks into the drop zone.)

High-complexity task

During the high-complexity task, participants were required to collect six blocks in a

random sequence of colors that was predetermined during the experiment design phase, as shown

in Figure 3.2. The task complexity condition was designed to be of a high level of coordinative

complexity, as we hypothesized that increased coordinative complexity would significantly

increase task completion time and communication rates, on average. Although causation cannot

be inferred, we confirmed a relationship between task complexity, task completion time

communication rate through a manipulation check in the results section.

Medium

a)

E
0
U

C

0

E0 Low High

Coordinative Complexity

Figure 3.6. Overview of each task based on

complexity.
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3.2.2.5 Dependent measures

Each coordination behavior exhibited through team communication was classified

independently by two researchers according to the matrices presented in Table 3.2.

Classification of explicit coordination

We classified each explicit communication exhibited by team members during task

performance based on definitions provided in prior literature. Explicit communications included:

(a) commands meant to control teammates' future actions and (b) prompts or requests for

information (Entin & Serfaty, 1999). An example of explicit communication is depicted in Table

3.2.

Classification of implicit coordination

We classified each implicit communication exhibited by participants while performing

the experiment according to definitions provided in prior literature. Implicit communications

included the offering of anticipatory information that another teammate might find useful and the

communication of status updates about observations (Entin & Serfaty, 1993).

We coded two additional coordination behaviors, defined as either "deliberative" or

"reactive" communication, within the implicit coordination category. Exchanges were coded as

"deliberative communication" if the exchanged information related to the next blocks called for

in the sequence. Based on this definition, deliberative communications pertained to information

related to all the blocks that remained in the sequence to complete the task. For example, if the

next blocks in the sequence included a yellow, pink and green block, communications such as "I

have a yellow block," "I have a pink block," or "I have a green block" were considered

deliberative and coded accordingly by the experimenters. The classification of deliberative

communication requires consideration of the task structure - which, in this experiment, varied

with task complexity.

A communication was categorized as "reactive communication" if it conveyed

information related to the world state - e.g., an agent's position or observation - and was

triggered by a change in the environment. Examples include "I am in Room A l" or "I am

waiting outside of the drop zone."
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Prior to conducting the analysis, each coordination behavior exhibited through team

communication was classified independently by two researchers according to the matrices

presented in Table 3. 2. This classification was necessary as the communication behaviors were

context-dependent. An inter-rater reliability analysis using the Kappa statistic was performed to

determine consistency among raters, and yielded Kappa = 0.89 (p < 0.001), 95% CI (0.83, 0.94).

Table 3.2. Description of Each Coordination Type

Subgroup of
Coordination Type Definition Examples

Coordination Type

Commanding other
- "Pick up red

teammates to perform blockfrom Room

actions; prompting or
Explicit Coordination A2"

requesting
- "Where are

information from

other teammates you?

Information related to "Ijust dropped

next blocks in the off a yellow

block"
Deliberative sequence

- "Room A2
(coordinative

contains a yellow

Implicit Coordination block "

Status updates not - "I am in Room

pertaining to the next A]"

Reactive block in the sequence - "I am waiting

outside of the

drop zone."
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Protocol

The experiment took approximately one hour to complete. Figure 3.7 depicts a flow

diagram of the experiment protocol. First, each participant received an introduction to the study,

an informed consent form and an overview of the BW4T display. This overview consisted of a

walkthrough of the display, including instructions on how to communicate using the interface.

Experiment Overview

3 Training Session

Task 1
(Low Complexity)

Task 2
E lMedium Complexity)
01
C

Task 3
a) (High Complexity)

Task 4
(Medium with Lost
Communications)

Debrief and Feedback

Figure 3.7. Experiment protocol

Next, participants underwent training sessions, which took a total of approximately 10

minutes to complete. To mitigate learning effect and provide participants with a thorough

understanding of the interface, three training sessions were provided as informed by pilot testing.

Participants practiced variations of the low-, medium- and high-complexity tasks, which were

similar to the experiment tasks in structure but different with regard to the color of the blocks.

During the first training session, the teams practiced a low-complexity task in which they

retrieved six red-colored blocks. Experimenters instructed each participant step-by-step on how

to travel between rooms, communicate with team members and pick up and drop off blocks.

Participants completed the second and third training sessions without instruction from the

experimenters. In the second and third training sessions, the participants performed variations of

the high- and medium- complexity tasks, respectively. Participants were encouraged to use these
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training sessions to explore the map environment and practice communicating with their team

members.

Next, a total of four tasks were executed by the team: one low-complexity task, one high-

complexity task and two medium-complexity tasks. The order of the tasks was randomized to

balance for learning and fatigue effects. After completion of each task, a subjective questionnaire

was administered in order to obtain feedback on participants' perceived workload, stress and

degree of trust in their teammates.

3.3 RESULTS

In this section, we report findings from the human teamwork experiment. Statistical

significance was defined at the a = 0.05 level.

Measures to evaluate team performance

The team's performance while completing the task was measured in terms of completion

time, and this objective was explicitly communicated to participants as part of the experiment

protocol. A low task completion time indicated high team performance on the task.

The five teams with the shortest completion times exhibited a significantly lower average

idle time per block across all tasks (M = 5.7s, SD = 2.7s) compared with the five teams with the

longest completion times (M = 10.6s, SD = 5.9s) (p < 0.01), according to pairwise t-test analysis.

Subsequent analysis of communication patterns was therefore conducted by comparing the

fastest five teams with the slowest five teams.

Manipulation Checks

Prior to testing the hypotheses, two manipulation checks were performed to determine the

impact of task complexity on team performance and the number of communications.

Team Performance

The first manipulation check was intended to evaluate the impact of increasing task

complexity on team performance. Figure 3.8 illustrates the differences in the amount of time

taken to retrieve one block on average across all 13 teams as a function of task complexity.

Using repeated measures ANOVA, we compared the average time per block during the low-,

medium- and high-complexity tasks and observed a statistically significant difference between
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the task types (F(2,36) = 15.3, p < 0.001). Results from an additional post-hoc Bonferroni test

indicated that the time per block during the low-complexity task (M = 15.3s, SD = 2.Is) was

significantly less than that for the medium-complexity task (M = 20.7s, SD = 5.7s). Also,

completion of the medium-complexity task took significantly less time than completion of the

high-complexity task (M = 26.3s, SD = 6.4s).

These results suggest that an increase in task complexity can have a negative impact on

performance. Specifically, low complexity with low component and coordinative complexity

was associated with faster task execution than medium complexity, which incorporated a high

level of component complexity and a low level of coordinative complexity. Medium complexity,

on the other hand, was associated with faster task execution than the high-complexity task, which

was characterized by a high level of coordinative complexity and a low level of component

complexity. These findings suggest that increased coordinative complexity may have a greater

negative impact on performance than increased component complexity.

Number of Communications

The second manipulation check we conducted was to analyze how increasing task

complexity impacted the number of communications. Results from repeated measures ANOVA

analysis showed that as task complexity increased, the number of communications per block also

significantly increased, as depicted in Figure 8 (F(2, 36) = 12.2, p < 0.001). Results from an

additional post-hoc Bonferroni test indicated that the average number of communications per

block during the low-complexity task (M = 1.4, SD = 0.80) was significantly less than that for

the medium-complexity task (M = 2.4, SD = 2.4), which in turn was significantly less than that

for the high-complexity task (M = 3.4, SD = 1.4) as shown in Figure 3.9.

These findings suggest that teams communicate more frequently as task complexity

increases. Low task complexity with low component and coordinative complexity was associated

with lower communication rates than medium task complexity with high component and low

coordinative complexity. Participants communicated less during the medium-complexity task

than the high-complexity task with high coordinative complexity and low component

complexity.
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Figure 3.9. Number of communications per block with increasing task complexity. Error

bars depict standard error.

Hypothesis 1: Validation of previous studies

Overall, all 13 teams exhibited higher rates of implicit communication (M = 0.1, SD =

0.04) than explicit communication (M = 0.01, SD = 0.01). We found marginal significant main

effect of task complexity (within-subject variable) for implicit coordination (F (2, 16) = 3.4, p =

0.08). No statistically significant main effects were found for explicit coordination. We also

found significant difference between the between-subject variable of team performance (top 5

versus bottom 5) for implicit coordination (F (1, 8) = 3.7, p = 0.049). Our Bonferroni analysis
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(adjusted a-level of 0.017) showed that the five fastest teams exchanged implicit

communications at a significantly higher rate than the slowest five teams during both the

medium-complexity task (t(8) = 3.72, p < 0.01) and the high-complexity task (t(8) = 3.10,p =

0.013), as shown in Figure 3.10. There was no statistically significant difference between the top

five and bottom five teams during the low-complexity task.

We also compared anticipation ratios for the best- and worst-performing teams. Our

Bonferroni analysis (adjusted a-level of 0.017) indicated that the five fastest teams exhibited a

higher anticipation ratio than the slowest five teams for the medium-complexity (t(8) = 3.5, p <

0.0 1) and high-complexity tasks (t(8) = 2.93, p = .012), as shown in Figure 3.11. Our analysis of

implicit versus explicit communication, in addition to anticipation ratio, is valuable in that the

results indicate that high-performing teams exhibit both an increased rate of implicit coordination

and an increased anticipation ratio compared with the low-performing teams.

0.18

C- 0.16
0.14M

a 0.12

0.1
C-

0.08
U

va 0.06E 0.04
E

0 0.0
0.02

M Top 5 Bottom 5 Top 5 Bottom 5 Top 5 Bottom 5

Low Medium High

N Implicit O Explicit

Figure 3.10. Rate of implicit and explicit communications for top five and bottom five

teams. Error bars depict standard error.
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Figure 3.11. Anticipation ratios of top five and bottom five teams. Error bars depict

standard error.

Hypothesis 2: Communication patterns emerge from task structure

We hypothesized that high-performing teams would use deliberative communication

more frequently than low-performing teams, and that low-performing teams would exhibit higher

rates of reactive communication than high-performing teams. We found statistically significant

main effect of task complexity (within-subject variable) for deliberative communication (F (2,

16) = 3.5, p = 0.043) and reactive communication (F (2, 16) = 4.2, p = 0.03) as shown Figure

3.12. We also found significant difference between the between-subject variable of team

performance (top 5 versus bottom 5) for deliberative communication (F (1, 8) = 4.6, p = 0.06)

and reactive communication (F (1, 8) = 4.8, p = 0.04). Our Bonferroni analysis (adjusted a-level

of 0.017) indicated that the five teams with the fastest completion times had significantly higher

rates of deliberative communication than the slowest five teams during the high-complexity task

(t(8) = 2.64, p = 0.039). In addition, the slowest five teams had higher rates of reactive

communication than the fastest five teams and higher rates of status updates regarding the

environment during the low-complexity task (t(8) = 4.56, p < 0.01).
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Figure 3.12. Rates of deliberative and reactive communication for top five and bottom five

teams. Error bars depict standard errors.

Echo Effect

One communication pattern was observed in the experiment where teammates replicated

each other's communication types (i.e., deliberative, reactive or explicit) in the first 20 seconds

of the task. For example, when one teammate shared their location (e.g., I am in Room Al), the

other teammates echoed their location information (e.g., I am in Room Cl) using the same

communication type (i.e., reactive). This pattern is referred as "echo effect." As shown in Figure

3.13, 11 teams in low complexity task, 9 teams in medium complexity, and 9 teams in high

complexity task showed an echo effect.
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Figure 3.13. Number of teammates echoed the same communication type in the first

20 seconds of the task.

3.4 DISCUSSION

This study identified effective communication strategies employed by the best-

performing teams during an experiment and compared these strategies with those employed by

the worst-performing teams. We found that all thirteen teams exhibited higher rates of implicit

coordination than explicit coordination. This may be due to the fact that, prior to the start of the

experiment, the teams trained on the task together and gained enough context for participants to

anticipate the needs of their teammates. (Results may have been different if the teams had no

experience working together or lacked a common understanding of the task.) Additionally, the

top five teams exhibited higher rates of implicit coordination than the bottom five teams during

the medium- and high-complexity tasks. Also, as task complexity increased, we observed higher

rates of deliberative coordination rather than explicit coordination among the top five teams.

This is an important finding, because it indicates that deliberative communication - a

type of implicit coordination behavior - may be particularly beneficial for effective teamwork

when performing tasks with high coordinative complexity. One possible explanation for this

result is that high-performing teams were able to reduce their communication overhead during

more complex tasks by prioritizing the exchange of implicit communication related to the next

goal, which was sufficient to maintain coordination among team members. This reduced
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communication burden may have enabled the team to dedicate additional temporal and cognitive

resources to improving task performance. Interestingly, the five teams with the slowest

completion times exhibited higher rates of reactive communication during the low-complexity

task, possibly indicating that high communication overhead may be detrimental to the

performance of simpler tasks as well.

Empirical evaluation of deliberate versus reactive communication strategies employed by

high-performing teams has not been documented by prior work. Ours is the first study to identify

that the use of deliberative communication, a subset of implicit coordination, is a critical aspect

of communication that is associated with improved team performance. Particularly, when the

coordinative complexity of a task is high, prioritizing the exchange of information related to the

next goal may reduce communication overhead. One direction that merits future work is to

explore the link between deliberative-implicit communication and theories of team cognition

(MacMillan et al., 2004; Salas, Cooke & Rosen, 2008) to determine team members' mutual

understanding of each other's roles when performing complex tasks.

3.4.1 Validation of total task complexity

Prior work has identified three aspects of task structure that contribute to total task

complexity: component, coordinative and dynamic complexity. Our study evaluated component

and coordinative complexity, but not dynamic complexity. In order to evaluate dynamic

complexity, the task structure would need to be further modified to incorporate change to the

environment or task over time. For example, in the BW4T environment, this change could be

simulated by altering the goal (such as the specified sequence of colored blocks) as the task

progressed. Evaluating dynamic complexity would provide insight into how a greater degree of

uncertainty can impact performance of a task within a complex environment. An empirical study

evaluating total complexity could be valuable for identifying coordination strategies to further

mitigate communication overhead and improve task performance, particularly with regard to

highly dynamic and uncertain tasks.

This work is a first step toward empirical evaluation of task complexity to assess its

impact on team performance. We used pre-existing BW4T software to simulate tasks with

varying degrees of complexity. While the BW4T application can provide face validity, as it is
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widely used and can replicate a search-and-rescue environment, further external validation that

utilizes this approach for other applications is necessary.

3.5 CONCLUSION

This study identified communication strategies employed by teams that best performed

an assigned task, as indicated by task completion time and idle time, and compared them with the

strategies employed by the worst-performing teams. We found that as task complexity increased,

the best-performing teams exhibited higher rates of implicit coordination than explicit

coordination. Furthermore, these teams also exhibited higher rates of deliberative communication

rather than reactive communication as task complexity increased. We gained insight into

deliberative communication by evaluating task structure and observed that as sequencing became

increasingly complex, communication related to the team's next goal became more valuable to

teammates, who were then better able to plan their subsequent actions.
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Chapter 4

Agent Communication Model

The goal of this dissertation is to identify effective communication behavior for an agent

working in a heterogeneous team with both human and autonomous agent teammates in time

critical tasks. The computational model described in this chapter is developed to identify

communication behaviors an agent can employ when working in human-agent teams. We draw

inspiration from the results from Experiment 1, human team study, to develop communication

strategies for an autonomous agent.

In this chapter, first we provide a motivation for using human-human teams' data to design a

computational model. Next, we describe our modeling approach. Then, we provide details of our

dataset from Experiment 1 that we used to train and test our model. We use a Maximum Entropy

Markov Model (MEMM) to design our communication model and the details of this model are

described in Section 4.4. Finally, we show the prediction performance of the model and discuss

implications of these results in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

4.1 Learning from human demonstrations

We propose that it is desirable to use communication strategies employed by high-

performing human teams to model an autonomous agent's communication behavior. Our

approach is to learn communication strategies used by high-performing human teams from

Experiment 1 to train a computational model to be used by the agent. Learning from

demonstration (LfD) is a widely used approach that has been applied with success to model

agent behaviors (Argall, Chernova, Veloso, & Browning, 2009). In their review paper, Argall et

al. describe the advantages of using LfD. For example, it is challenging to mathematically derive

the mapping between the changes in the world state and an agent's actions, which can result in

simplifying the model through many assumptions (Argall et al., 2009). LfD can mitigate
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performance brittleness due to these simplifications by using labeled data provided by humans to

train an agent (Argall et al., 2009).

Furthermore, LfD has potential utility for our application for a number of reasons.

Studies have shown that for a mixed-agent team to accomplish tasks effectively, the human

teammates must trust the autonomous agent to perform the actions successfully and predictably

(Hancock, Billings, Schaefer, Chen, De Visser, & Parasuraman, 2011; Ososky, Schuster, Phillips

& Jentsch, 2013). In one study, higher reported levels of trust were associated with autonomous

agents that performed similar actions to humans versus those that lacked humanlike mental

models (Groom & Nass, 2007). In addition, studies have shown that people anthropomorphized

autonomous agents to rationalize the behaviors of these agents (Keisler & Goetz, 2002; Duffy,

2003; Ososky et. al., 2013).

In order for human-agent teams to perform tasks involving high levels of coordination

successfully, it is critical for the human teammates to understand and predict the behavior

employed by the agents (Johnson et al., 2013). One way this can be achieved is by learning and

translating the communication strategies from high-performing human teams into an autonomous

agent. Furthermore, we hypothesize that the use of a LfD computational model will result in

more human like behavior and thus can potentially improve team task performance for human-

agent teams.

4.2 Modeling Approach

We use the communication strategies employed by the best-performing human teams as a

model for an autonomous agent working with humans. Results from Experiment 1 showed that

teams using higher rates of deliberative-implicit communication resulted in higher performance

compared to teams that used higher rates of reactive-implicit or explicit communication.

However, all teams used a mix of the three communication types (i.e., deliberative-implicit,

reactive-implicit and explicit) instead of using only one communication type. Therefore, the

agent's communication model should exploit the use of various communication types in a

manner similar to these human teammates.

Our proposed approach is to formulate a model where the agent's selected

communication type is influenced by its teammates' communication types. An example of this

phenomenon can be seen in human teams in Experiment 1 through the echo effect where
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participants replicated the communication type of their teammates. In addition to observing the

teammate's communication type, we hypothesize that the agent's communication strategy

depends on the agent's communication type in the previous state. For example in Experiment 1,

if the agent asked a question using explicit communication in the previous state, the probability

of the agent asking another question in the current state was low.

Figure 4.1 shows a graphical representation of our communication model where the

current state St (agent's current communication type) is inferred based on the previous state St-i

(agent's previous communication type) and observation Ot (agent's teammates communication

types) at each time step. In our model, each discrete time step t is an index that corresponds to

the next block dropped in the dropzone in the context of BW4T.

St-i -- St

ot

Figure 4.1. MEMM for agent communication

Description of the tuple {St, St.1, Ot} is described below:

" St is the current communication type used by the agent. In our approach, this is a hidden

variable where the agent's current communication type is inferred based on the

observations of the teammates' communication types and the agent's previous

communication type. Based on Experiment 1, the communication type can be either

"deliberative-implicit (D)", "reactive-implicit (R)", "explicit (E)", or "no communication

(N)." A graphical model of the agent's communication process is shown in Figure 4.2.

" St-i is the finite set of previous states that represents the agent's communication type in

the previous state, which is known. St-1 E {D, R, E, N}.

" Ot is the finite set of observations that represents the observed communication types of

the agent's teammates. In our Experiment 1: human team communication study, less than
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2.5 communications were used by the team per block in the BW4T testbed. Therefore, Ot

includes only the last two communication types used by the team observed by the agent,

Oti and Ot2. For example, if the teammates did not communicate between the last time

step and current time step, Ot is represented as Oti = N and Ot2 = N. In another case, if the

last two communications were deliberative, then Ot is represented as Oti = D and Ot2 = D.

Oa, Ot2 E {D, R, E, N}.

4.3 Dataset

Data from the high complexity task scenario in Experiment 1 on the human team study

was used to train and test a communication model described in Section 4.4. We are interested in

identifying communication strategies for an agent performing in high complexity, time critical

tasks therefore, only data from high complexity task scenario is used to develop the

computational model. The dataset contained communications types used by all 13 teams that

participated in Experiment 1. A total of 312 tuples of observation Ot, previous state St-j and

current state St were used to train and test the model. This data was composed of 13 teams, each

composed of 4 participants. The game is partitioned into 6 discrete time intervals, each analyzed

to produce one data point, resulting in 312 data points and is presented in Table 4.1.'

For each team and participant, the data was discretized based on each time step t, which

is an index that corresponds to the next block dropped in the dropzone. For each time t, the

current state St, previous state St-1, and observation Ot was collected. For example, participant 1

in team 1 communicated using reactive-implicit communication type (R) in the current time step

(ti), did not communicate in the previous time step (N) and the participants teammates did not

communicate (oti = N and ot2= N) as shown in Table 4.1 as "st= R; st-1= N; oti = N & ot2= N". In

the next time step (t2), this participant communicated using deliberative-implicit communication

type (D), communicated using a reactive-implicit communication type (R) in the previous time

step (ti) and observed that the teammates communicated using deliberative-implicit

communication types (ot = D and ot2 = D). Therefore, Participant 1 in team 1 is denoted with "st=

D; st-1 = R; oti = D & ot2 = D" for time step (t2).
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Table 4. 1. Human team communication dataset where each data point shows the current
state, previous state and observation.

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6
Team Participant

ID ID

st=R; st=D; st=N; st=E; st=D; st=E;

1 st-1 = N; st- = R; st-1 = D; st-1 = N; st-1 = E; st-1 =D;

o1 = N& ot=D& oti=N& oti=N& oti=N& oti=N&
ot2=N ot2=D ot2=D ot2=N ot2=D ot2=E
st= R; st= D; st= D; st= D; st= D; st= N;

2 st-1 = N; st- = R; st-1 = D; st-1 = D; st-1 = D; st-1 = D;
o1 = N & ot = N & ot = N & ot = N & ot = D & ot = E &
ot2=R ot2=D ot2=N ot2=E ot2=D ot2=E
st= D; st= D; st= N; st= N; st= N; st= N;

3 st-1 = N; st-1 = D; st-1 = D; st-i = N; st-1 = N; st-1 = N;
o1 =t=R& oti=D& oti=N& oti=D& ot=D& oti=E&
ot2=R ot2=D ot2=D ot2=E ot2=D ot2=E
st=R; st=D; st=D; st=N; st=D; st=E;

4 st-1 = N; st-1 = R; st-1 = D; st-1 = D; st-1 = N; st-1 = N;
o1 = R & ot = D & ot = N & ot = D & ot = N & ot = N &
ot2=R ot2=D ot2=D ot2=E ot2=N ot2=N

st= R; st= E; st= N; st= E; st= N; st= E;

13 51 st-1 = N; st-i = R; st-i = E; St-1 = N; St-1 = E; St-1 = N;

ot = R & oti = R & ot = R & oti = D & ot = R & oti = R &
ot2=D ot2=D ot2=D ot2=E ot2=R ot2=D
st=R; st=R; st=D; st=N; st=N; st=N;

13 52 st-1 = N; st-1 = R; st-1 = R; st-1 = D; st-1 = N; st-i = N;
o15 = R; & ot = D & ot = R & ot = N & ot = R & ot = D &

ot2=R ot2=E ot2=E ot2=N ot2=R ot2=D

4.4 Maximum Entropy Markov Model

The problem is formulated using a Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM), which

is a discriminative model that has achieved superior performance when learning from

observations compared to other commonly used LfD models such as Hidden Markov Models

(HMM) (McCallum, Freitag & Pereira, 2000; Collins & Koo, 2005; Liu, Fan, Chen & Yen;

2010). Commonly used in applications related to Natural Language Processing (NLP), one
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advantage to MEMM is that it allows the domain expert to choose tuples of observations as

meaningful features of the problem (McCallum et al, 2000; Toutanova & Manning, 2000).

Another advantage to MEMM is that it can handle a small sample size of data that is sparsely

distributed across all identified features (Kumar & Stohlgren, 2009; Hernandez; 2006; Pearson

2007)

In this model, the joint state transition and observation function is modeled as P(sI st-1,

Ot), which provides the probability of the current state st given the previous state st-1 and the

current observation ot. The structure of this process is shown in the graphical model in Figure

4.1. An MEMM is then defined by the transition function P,_l (st I ot), which is a traditional

factored multinomial representation of P(s I st-1, o) (McCallum et al, 2000). Each transition

function is then modeled as a maximum entropy distribution shown using equation 1:

st- 1 (stot ) = z (0ts exp (k,st-1 Ak,st-1 fkst-1 (ot,st)) (1)

* fk (ot, s) is a function of each feature k for both the observation o at time t and a

possible new state s at time t.

* A are the parameters to be learned in the model.

* Z (ot, st-1) is the normalization factor that makes the distribution sum to one across

all observations o at time t and all next states s at time t- 1.

4.4.1. Feature functions

Feature functions fk,s, (0t, st) are binary functions that capture meaningful

representations of data that depend on tuples of observations ot, previous state st.i and their state

labels st (McCallum et al, 2000; Toutanova et al, 2000) as defined by Equation 2. Features are

defined for each previous state st-1 (i.e., D, R, E and N). A total of 64 features for each previous

state st- 1 are defined based on the combinations of ot and st labels as shown in Figure 4.2. For

each data point in the dataset, the feature function returns a 1 if the observations ot = Olt & 0 2t
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and the state label L = st is D, R, E or N. The feature functions returns a 0 otherwise. In this

manner, we have each possible state represented as a unique feature. These features are then used

in the maximum entropy distribution function shown in Equation 1.

fst-1 (ot, St) =
1 ifot = o1t and 02t; L= st

0 otherwise

..st-1- "D"

f2,st-1I= "UT

f3,st-1- -"D"

f4,st-= "D"

fS5,st-1I= "D"

f64,st-1= "D"

,st-- ="N"

f2,st-1="N"

f3,st-1=" N"

S4st-1="N"

S5,st-1= "N"

f64,st-1- N

1 if o= 'D' and 'D'& L = 'D';
0 otherwise
I if ot = 'D'and'R'& L ='D';
0 otherwise
1 if ot = 'D' and 'E' & L ='D';
0 otherwise
1 if ot = 'D' and 'N' & L ='D;
0 otherwise
1 if ot = 'R' and 'R'& L ='D';
0 otherwise

I if ot = 'N' and 'N' & L ='N';
0 otherwise

1 if ot = 'D' and 'D'& L ='D';
0 otherwise
1 if ot = 'D' and 'R' & L ='D';
0 otherwise
1 if ot = 'D' and 'E' & L ='D';
0 otherwise
1 if ot = 'D' and 'N' & L ='D';
0 otherwise
1 if ot = 'R' and 'R' & L ='D';
0 otherwise

1 if ot = 'N' and 'N' & L ='N';
0 otherwise

Figure 4.2. Feature functions used for the model based on equation 1.

4.4.2. MEMM Training Process

An overview of the MEMM training process is shown in Figure 4.3. In order to train the

model, we first split the training data into observation-destination pairs <o,s> for each state st-1-

Next, features and the corresponding destination labels are extracted from the human team
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communication data based on the defined feature function in Equation 2. The MEMM model is

then trained to identify values of Ak that form the maximum entropy solution for each transition

function. Given a tuple <st-1, st, ot, fk> that includes the previous state, current state, observation

and features, a Generalized Iterative Scaling (GIS) algorithm (Darroch & Ratcliff, 1972) is used

to iteratively identify values of k (McCallum et al, 2000) using the following six steps:

1. Calculate the relative frequency of each feature on the training data:

Fk = 1 X 1 f (ok, sk), (3)

where ms is the number of training examples in which the current state is s (for each

previous state st-1.

2. Initialize t k to some arbitrary value (e.g., "1")

3. Use current Ak values in Eq 5 to estimate P(s I st- 1, o)

4. Calculate the expectation of each feature:

Ek = 1 zmI Xss Ps Is', ok)fk (ok, s) (4)

5. Update each Ak to make Ek closer to the expectation of the training data:

Ak = Ak + 1(log Fk - log Ek), (5)

where c is an arbitrary constant, which we set to 1.

6. Repeat Steps 4-5 until convergence.
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I it o, = o and oz ; L = s
0 otherwise I

Feature
Extraction

f3s 0

5.s, D

(14,4 1)'

N'

f5 N

64.s,= "=N

Labels
MEMM Training
Process to Learn

Features Feature Weights (A)

1 if o, V and '& L ='0

0 orhenvise
1 if o, = D' and 'R'& L 'D':
Ooidi,'rrsr f, f2-A
I if o, -'D'and''&, 1 ='D';j j 4 _ __

0 othenvise - -
I if o, 'D' and'N'&L= '0'. jAkj} for s -1  "0"
o otheuIise GIS1 if o 'R' and 'R' & L ' k fs = 'R

o od'rsr Algorithm d(Ak) for st - = 'E"

I if o, = 'N and'N'& L 'N'; k1fosr- "N"

0 othenvise * * * w

I if o, -' and 'V'& 1, ': L0  L, LE LN
0 otherwose
I ifo, - 'D'and'E'&L 'T'
0 othetrlise
1 Yf v, 'D'and'E'& L '1)':
o otherwise

0 orbercc'ise
IiIo, ='R'and'R'&L 'D'
o othenIvrse

I J t0. = 'N' and 'N' & N,
o otherivise

Figure 4.3. Training process for the MEMM communication model

P, (s, o,) = Zt.N exp A(k A fk (ot,))

Learned parameter

(A)

{Ak} for s-= ""

Ak ) for St- I= R

(k} for s,.- = "E"

{Ak} for s,- I = "N"

Maximum Entropy
Distribution

Previous state, S,,
and Observations, O,

Current state, St
(D, R, f, N}

Figure 4.4. Prediction process for MEMM communication model

4.4.3. MEMM Prediction Process

The final trained model is a collection of separately trained transition functions:

PS,_, (st lot). These functions are derived based on the learned parameter k for each previous state

(i.e., D, ?R, XE and kN). The transition functions are then used to predict the current
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communication type, st given the last two communication types observations ot (oti and ot2) and

the previous state stias shown in Figure 4.4.

4.5 Analysis

To analyze the MEMM model, we conducted multiple K-fold cross-validation analyses.

K-fold cross-validation is a commonly used technique when the data used for training and

testing a model is limited (Bishop, 2009). This technique, illustrated in Figure 4.5 for K = 5,

involves taking the available data and partitioning it to K groups of equal sizes. The K- 1 of the

groups are used to train the model, while the remaining data is used to test the model. This

procedure is repeated for all K possible choices for the held-out group as shown by the blue

blocks in Figure 4.5. If K = N, where N is the total number of data points, the technique is

referred as the leave-one-out-cross validation (LOOCV). In a LOOCV, the model is trained on N

- 1 samples of data, which is a conservative estimate of the performance of the model trained on

N samples (Bishop, 2009).

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Run 4

Run 5

Figure 4.5 K-Fold Cross-Validation with K = 5

To evaluate the prediction performance of the MEMM model, we compared the predicted

current communication type with the actual communication type in the dataset. Standard

performance measures such as accuracy, recall and precision were evaluated. Accuracy was

determined based on the percentage of total number of predictions that were equal to the actual

communication types from the dataset. Recall is true positive rate, which is the correctly

predicted number of communication types of a class (i.e., D, R, E, N) over all of the actual
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communication types of that class. Precision is the proportion of the correctly predicted number

of communication types of a class over all of the predicted communication types of that class.

We conducted 5 separate cross-validation analyses as described below:

1. Top 5 teams' data prediction performance: To evaluate the model performance using

the best performing teams' data, we conducted a LOOCV using only the data from

the fastest five teams' from Experiment 1. The details of these results are presented in

Section 4.6.1.

2. All 13 teams' data prediction performance: Due to the small number of data points in

the team 5 teams' data (120 data points), we conducted another LOOCV analysis

using all 13 teams' data from Experiment 1, which contains 312 data points. This

analysis is presented in Section 4.6.2.

3. Balanced dataset: To account for the strong imbalance in the top 5 teams' data

towards higher rates of deliberative-implicit and no communication compared with

reactive-implicit and explicit communication, we conducted an additional LOOCV

with a balanced dataset. The details of how the dataset was balanced and the specific

results are presented in Section 4.6.3.

4. Robustness to Participants: analyzed participant specific patterns by conducting a 20-

fold cross-validation by leaving one participant's data point out for each iteration as

shown in Section 4.6.4.

5. Robustness to Teams: analyzed team specific patterns by conducting another cross-

validation with 24-fold by leaving one team's data point out for each iteration as

shown in Section 4.6.5.

4.5.1. Baseline

To compare our analysis against a baseline, we conducted an additional analysis using a

naive random classifier. The classifier randomly sampled the communication types (St) from the

dataset. Therefore, the sampled communications were weighted based on the number of

communications of each type.
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4.6 Results

4.6.1 Top 5 teams' data prediction performance

The MEMM communication model prediction accuracy was 73.3% while the naive

random classifier accuracy was 32.5%. In other words, the MEMM communication model

performed above random chance. These results may provide an informative signal that people in

Experiment 1 were selecting actions based on previous communication types and communication

types by teammates, rather than communicating randomly.

Table 4. 2. Prediction performance for using the top 5 teams' data for the MEMM
compared with the Random Classifier

% Percentage of
Communication

Types (#)

MEMM

Precision Recall

Random Classifier

Precision Recall

Deliberative- 38% (46) 0.74 0.80 0.41 0.48Implicit__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Reactive- 7% (8) 1.00 0.38 0.20 0.25Implicit__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Explicit 10% (13) 0.29 0.15 0.05 0.08

communication 44% (53) 0.77 0.87 0.38 0.26

4.6.2 All 13 teams' data prediction performance

In order to explore the prediction performance when reactive-implicit and explicit

communication are used at higher rates, we analyzed the prediction performance of all 13 teams

that participated in Experiment 1. From a total of 312 communications, the teams exchanged 52

(17%) reactive-implicit communications and 50 (16%) explicit communications as shown in

Table 4.4. Our results showed that the accuracy of the prediction performance was 92.8%

compared with the random classifier which was 25.6%. Compared with the top 5 teams'

prediction performance, all 13 teams had higher precision and recall for both reactive-implicit

and explicit communication.
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Table 4. 3. Prediction performance for using all 13 teams' data for the MEMM compared
with the Random Classifier

% Percentage
of

Communication
Types (#)

MEMM

Precision Recall

Random Classifier

Precision I Recall

Deliberative- 33% (104) 0.89 0.98 0.28 0.27Implicit
Reactive- 17% (52) 1.00 0.88 0.14 0.15Implicit
Explicit 16% (50) 0.90 0.88 0.26 0.22

communication 34% (106) 0.95 0.92 0.29 0.31

4.6.3 Balanced Data

To account for the strong imbalance in the top 5 teams' data towards higher rates of

deliberative-implicit and no communication compared with reactive-implicit and explicit

communication, we conducted an additional LOOCV with oversampled data. For this dataset, we

duplicated 45 reactive-implicit communications, 40 explicit communications and 7 deliberative-

implicit communications such that the communication types for each St were balanced, as shown

in Table 4.5. The accuracy for the prediction performance increased to 91.0% with the balanced

data compared to the 73.3% with the imbalanced top 5 teams' dataset. The precision and recall

for each communication type also increased compared to the original datatset's results.

Table 4. 4. Prediction performance for oversampled top 5 teams' data

% Percentage of
Communication Types

(#)

MEMM

Precision Recall

Deliberative 0.17 0.88 0.85
Reactive 0.17 1.00 0.96
Explicit 0.17 0.93 0.96

No communication 0.17 0.84 0.87
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4.6.4. Robustness to Participants

We performed 20-fold cross validation and compared prediction performance across each

participant with both top 5 teams' and all 13 teams' datasets. The results from this analysis are

shown in Table 4.6. The model prediction accuracy with the top 5 teams' data was 73.4% and

with all 13 teams' data was 91.9%. Similar prediction performance across participants would

indicate the robustness of our model to participant specific communication patterns.

Table 4. 5. Prediction performance across participants

Top 5 teams All 13 teams
(20 participants) (52 participants)

Precision Recall Precision Recall
Deliberative- Implicit 0.79 0.80 0.89 0.98

Reactive- Implicit 1.00 0.38 1.00 0.88
Explicit 0.33 0.15 0.89 0.84

No communication 0.72 0.87 0.93 0.92

4.6.5 Robustness to Teams

Similar to participant specific patterns evaluated in Section 4.3.2, we analyzed team specific

patterns by conducting another LOOCV by leaving one teams' data point out for each iteration.

The results for this analysis are shown in Table 4.7. Prediction performance accuracy was 78.3%

using the top 5 teams' dataset and 91.3% using all 13 teams' datasets.

Table 4. 6. Prediction performance across teams

Top 5 teams All 13 teams
(20 participants) (52 participants)

Precision Recall Precision Recall
Deliberative- Implicit 0.79 0.80 0.89 0.98

Reactive- Implicit 1.00 0.38 1.00 0.88
Explicit 0.33 0.15 0.89 0.84

No communication 0.72 0.87 0.93 0.92
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4.7 Discussion

Due to the imbalance in the types of communications in the dataset, the model

performance with the top five teams dataset has higher precision and recall for deliberative-

implicit and no communication than reactive-implicit and explicit communication. As shown in

Table 4.2, majority of the messages exchanged amongst the top 5 teams were deliberative-

implicit or no communications. Out of the 120 messages communicated, 46 messages (38%)

were deliberative-implicit and 53 messages (44%) were of the no-communication type compared

to the 8 messages (7%) that were reactive-implicit and 13 messages (10%) that were explicit.

This is a function of the fact that high-performing teams use higher rates of deliberative-implicit

communications than reactive-implicit or explicit communication as described in Chapter 3

Experiment 1 results. In other words, the higher-performing teams prioritized communicating

anticipatory goal information (e.g., "I just dropped off this color block") rather than exchanging

status updates (e.g., "I am in Room Al") or explicit messages (e.g., "Is Room A2 empty?") than

the lower performing teams.

The model prediction using the top 5 team's dataset for each message type is shown in

the confusion matrix in Table 4.7. The model predicted higher rates of deliberative-implicit and

no communication than reactive-implicit and explicit in all but one case. These results make us

question as to whether or not the low use of reactive-implicit and explicit communication is

critical to achieving high task performance. In other words, it is unknown whether the use of

reactive-implicit or explicit communication in the model would yield high task performance. We

already know through results from Experiment 1 (Chapter 3) that performance for teams using

higher rates of deliberative-implicit communication was high and moreover, the performance for

teams using high rates of reactive or explicit communication was low. Therefore, these results

might indicate that eliminating reactive-implicit or explicit communication might be beneficial to

team performance.
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Table 4. 7. Confusion Matrix for the MEMM prediction

Predicted

D R E N
D 37 0 1 8

R 1 3 1 3
Actual

E 7 0 2 4

N 5 0 2 46

11
However, it can also be argued that the sporadic use of reactive-implicit or explicit

communication is helpful for team situational awareness. For example, if none of the teammates

are communicating, a reactive-implicit messages providing a teammates status update could be

helpful to the team to know that the teammate is still making progress on the task. An example of

this is illustrated in Figure 4.6 where members of the team exchanged both reactive-implicit and

explicit communication to provide an update on the task progress.

Figure 4.6. Example messages from Experiment 1 with
reactive and explicit message types.

Another benefit to including a model that communicates using not only deliberative-

implicit or no communication but also reactive-implicit and explicit communication is that this

model is potentially more human-like. As mentioned before, based on the results from

Experiment 1, all 13 teams that participated in the study used all four types of messages (i.e.,

deliberative-implicit, reactive-implicit, explicit or no communication) to communicate.
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Therefore, inclusion of reactive-implicit and explicit communication may be critical to the model

being more human-like.

To further evaluate whether a model using only deliberative-implicit communication

versus an MEMM model derived from the human teams dataset would lead to effective team

performance, an empirical study with both humans and autonomous agent teammates using both

types of models was conducted. This study evaluated the impact on team performance using both

objective measures (i.e., task competition time, number of messages exchanges) and subjective

measures (i.e., team fluency) to identify whether an agent communication using only

deliberative-implicit communication or an agent using the MEMM communication model would

be an effective teammate. Details of the study are described in Chapter 5.

4.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented an MEMM computational model that predicts a

communication type for the current state (i.e., deliberative-implicit, reactive-implicit, explicit

and no communication) given the communication type from the previous state and the observed

communication types of the agent's teammates. Based on the high prediction performance

achieved using balanced data and the data from all 13 teams, our approach demonstrates that

there are specific patterns that people use to communicate with one another in high complexity

task scenarios. The results also demonstrate that an agent using the MEMM model would

emulate the human team communications from Experiment 1. We also determine the model's

robustness across participants and teams that performed Experiment 1. We extend prior literature

by training and testing the model on the Blocks World for Teams (BW4T) domain. We aim to

further validate this model by conducting experiments where an agent uses the MEMM

communication model to work with human teammates. In future work, we hope to test whether

our approach generalizes to external datasets on team communication.
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Chapter 5

Experiment 2: Human - Autonomous Agent Study

A number of studies have designed communication strategies for autonomous agents that

aim to reduce communication overhead which can typically improve task performance for

interdependent and collaborative tasks (Krafft, Baker, Pentland & Tenenbaum, 2016; Mostafa &

Lesser, 2009; Nair, Roth & Yokoo, 2004; Spaan, Gordon & Vlassis, 2006; Unhelkar & Shah,

2016; Williamson, Gerding & Jennings, 2009; Xuan, Lesser & Zilberstein, 2004). While the

results from these studies have implications to human-agent collaboration, none of these studies

empirically evaluate whether the agent communication strategies are compatible with human

teamwork as described in Chapter 2. For example, results from one study conducted with

autonomous agents indicated that team members who exchanged information about their

intentions while performing a task (i.e., where an agent is going and what they will do upon

arriving there) performed better than teams that shared information related to the world state

(i.e., where the agent is currently located) (Harbers, Jonker & Riemsdijk, 2010). It is important to

note that the study was conducted in a virtual environment with simulated agents. Consequently,

the results and lessons may not translate to relevant insights into communication strategies for

human team members.

In Chapter 4, Agent Computational Model, we presented a Maximum Entropy Markov

Model (MEMM), which is a computational model that predicts the communication type for the

current state (i.e., deliberative-implicit, reactive-implicit, explicit and no communication)

exhibited by participants in human teams study (as described in Chapter 3), given the

communication type from the previous state and the observed communication types of the

agent's teammates. We used the data from Experiment 1 to train and test this model on data

collected from teams of four human teammates working on a collaborative search and deliver

task. The results demonstrated that an agent using the MEMM model would emulate the human

team communications from Experiment 1. In this study we aim to validate our MEMM

communication model by assessing performance of a team consisting of 2 human and 2
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autonomous agent teammates whose communications are determined by the MEMM model.

Futhermore, we will compare team performance when agents use the MEMM model to team

performance when the agents use the deliberative-implicit communication model (where only

goal-based information is shared) and the reactive-implicit communication model (where only

the status updates are shared).

In this chapter, we first present the study objective and propose a set of hypotheses

intended to empirically evaluate the MEMM communication model. Next, we describe the study

design wherein 12 teams of 4 teammates (2 human participants and 2 agents) participated in a

collaborative search-and-deliver task in a testbed called "Blocks World for Teams." Then we

present results on analyzing the set of hypotheses to assess the MEMM communication model.

Finally, we discuss the implications of these results for human-agent teaming.

5.1 Objectives and Hypotheses

The objective of this human-agent study was to empirically evaluate the MEMM

communication model and compare it to a deliberative-implicit communication and a reactive-

implicit communication model. Our goal was to determine whether agents using the MEMM

model are able to communicate effectively with humans teammates based on the following four

hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (validating Experiment ] results): we hypothesize that the use of

deliberative-implicit communication would be associated with higher team performance (lower

task completion time) than the use of reactive-implicit communication. As described in Chapter

3, the results from Experiment 1 showed that high-performing human teams used high rates of

deliberative-implicit communication and low-performing human teams used high rates of

reactive-implicit communication. We seek to understand if this finding will also hold true for

teams consisting of both humans and autonomous agents. Therefore,

Hypothesis 2: We hypothesize that the average task completion time for teams in which

the agents using the MEMM communication model would be lower than for agents using

deliberative-implicit communication model. We also hypothesize that the top performing teams

may benefit more from using an MEMM communication model than deliberative-implicit

communication model, particularly because the MEMM communication model is trained using
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the top performing teams from the human teams study from Experiment 1 and potentially

predicts a consistent set of high performing strategies.

Hypothesis 3: We hypothesize that the mean task completion time with agents using the

MEMM communication model would be equivalent to the mean task completion time of the

human-human teams study from Experiment 1. One of the primary objectives of this experiment

was to assess whether autonomous agents communication according to the MEMM

computational model would preserve team performance observed in the human teams study in

Experiment 1.

Hypothesis 4: We hypothesize that the MEMM model is perceived to be more "human-

like" than deliberative-implicit or reactive-implicit communication. The MEMM computational

model was designed to emulate communication strategies used by the top performing teams from

Experiment 1 because prior work has shown that higher levels of trust are associated with

autonomous agents that perform "human-like" actions (Groom & Nass, 2007).

5.2 Method

We conducted a study involving 12 teams of four teammates (2 people and 2 agents). In

addition, we included a confederate participant who simulated performing the task for Agent B

(as shown in Figure 5.1) to remove any bias participants may have had towards the agent

communication models when scoring their perception of their teammates to be a human or an

agent. Each team performed three search-and-deliver tasks within Blocks World for Teams

(BW4T) (Johnson, Jonker, Van Riemsdijk, Feltovich & Bradshaw, 2009). During each task the

two agents used one of the three communication models: MEMM, reactive-implicit only and

deliberative-implicit only. Both agents communicated according to the same communication

model. The objective of each task was to search for a specified series of colored blocks and

deliver them to a designated area as quickly as possible. The experiment was designed to be

similar to the human-human teams study in Experiment 1, discussed in Chapter 3.
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Experiment 1

Participant 4 Participant 1 Participant 4 Participant 1

Agent A

Agent B

Participant 3 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 2

Figure 5.1. Top down view of the experiment set-up for Experiment 1 and 2.

5.2.1 BW4T Testbed

A detailed description of the testbed, including the map environment, communications

available to the participants and constraints in the interface can be found in our description of

Experiment 1 in Chapter 3, Section 3.3. For this human-agent study, we used two autonomous

agents that can coordinate with each other and their human teammates. Each autonomous agent

is modeled to work independently of the other. The map environment shown in Figure 5.2 of

BW4T is implemented in Java.

In order to complete a task successfully as a team, the team need to plan both their

actions and decide a communication behavior. In the case of BW4T, team members choose their

actions based on 1) choosing a block to search, 2) choosing a room to perform the search in

(Harbers, Bradshaw, Johnson, Feltovich, Bosch & Meyer, 2011). Many techniques have been

explored to provide strategies on choosing a block to search or choosing a rooms to go to

(Harbers et al., 2011; Muise, Dignum, Felli, Miller, Pearce & Sonenberg, 2015; Singh, Miller &

Sonenberg, 2015; Unhelkar & Shah; 2016). In this study, we use the action planning for BW4T

domain described in prior work (Harbers et al., 2011).
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NAME tel NAME,Relay NAME from NAME

Figure 5.2. A participant's view of the high-complexity task scenario in BW4T.

Action rules for the agent to perform tasks in BW4T are implemented in terms of the

agent's beliefs and goals. First, the agent forms a goal to find and deliver the first block in

sequence. Next, the agent identifies a random to search for the block. If the block is not in the

room, then the agent enters the adjacent room. Once the agent finds the block it is looking for

and its belief is that it is holding the desired block, the agent changes its goal to deliver this block

in the dropzone. The agent planning also uses the communication from the teammates to reason

upon which actions it should take. For example, the agent is designed to use information about

blocks in rooms received from other teammates. If another teammate announces that the block

the agent is looking for is located in Room A1, the agent will enter that room first. When another

teammate communicates that s/he will deliver the block the agent is looking for, the agent's

beliefs regarding state of the task is modified and the agent's new goal will be to start searching

for the next block in the sequence. This deterministic action planning is formed for a cooperative

agent and assumes the teammates are cooperative as well (Harbers et al., 2011).
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The implementation of the autonomous agents that are used in BW4T is executed in a

BDI-based (Belief Desire Intention) programming language GOAL, which was developed by TU

Delft to derive an autonomous agent's actions based on their beliefs and goals. A detailed

description of the GOAL programming language can be found here: http://ii.tudelft.nl/trac/goal

and in prior work (Harbers et al., 2011).

5.2.2 Independent Variable: Agent Communication Model

A 1 by 3 within-subject experiment design was employed where participants completed

three tasks in the high complexity task scenario. A description of the high complexity task

scenario can be found in Chapter 3, Section 3.3 In the first condition, the autonomous agents,

Agent A and Agent B used the MEMM communication model trained on the top 5 teams. These

teams performed the task in Experiment 1 the fastest and therefore had the lowest task

completion time. Details of the design and implementation of the MEMM communication model

can be found in Chapter 4. In the second condition, the two autonomous agents used only

deliberative-implicit communication. In this task, the agents communicated three pieces of

information: 1) which block they were looking for 2) which block they were holding and 3)

which block they delivered. Finally in the third condition, the autonomous agents used only

reactive-implicit communication to communicate with their teammates. In this task, the agents

communicated information such as "I am in Room Al" or "There are 3 red blocks in Room A1."

A list of all of the communications that are reactive-implicit and deliberative-implicit used in

conditions 2 and 3 are shown in Table 5.1. All three conditions were presented to the two human

participants in randomly assigned order. Participants were not told that the communication

model would be changed between each task.
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Table 5.1 Communications classified as reactive-implicit, deliberative-implicit or explicit.

Messages ~ Implicit EpiiMessages Reactive Deliberative Explicit

Yes X
No X
OK X
I do X
I don't know X
Wait X X
I am on the way X X
I am almost there X X
l am faraway X X
Go to ROOM X
Find a COLOR block X
Get the COLOR block from ROOM X
I am waiting outside ROOM X
I am in ROOM X
ROOM contains a COLOR block X
ROOM contains NUMBER COLOR block X
ROOM has been checked by BOTID X
ROOM is empty X

Messages Implicit Epii
Reactive Deliberative Explicit

I am getting a COLOR block from ROOM X
l am looking fora COLOR block X
I will get a COLOR block X
I just dropped off a COLOR block X
We need a COLOR block X
I have a COLOR block X
Are you close? X
Will you be long X
Is anybody going to ROOM? X
what is in ROOM? X
Has anyone checked ROOM? X
who is in ROOM? X
where is a COLOR block? X
Who has a COLOR block? X
what COLOR should I get X
Can you communicate with NAME? X
are you stuck? X
are you having problems with your robot? X

5.2.3 Dependent Measures

Similar to the human-human teams study from Experiment 1 (Chapter 3), the dependent

measures included task completion time, idle-time and number of communications per block. In

addition, subjective questionnaires were also administered in order to obtain feedback on

participants' perceived workload using the NASA TLX and their perceived stress and degree of

trust in their teammates using the team fluency questionnaires (Hoffman & Breazeal, 2007),

shown in Appendix III. In order to assess hypothesis 4 to determine whether participants

perceived the MEMM model to be more "human-like" than deliberative-implicit or reactive-

implicit, we asked the participants the following question after each task (shown in Figure 5.3).

Each member of the team rated the performance of the teammates on a scale from 0% (human)

to 100% (robot).
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How certain are you that your teammates are a human versus a robot?

0% 100%
(Human) (Robot)

BOT2: % (out of 100%)

BOT3: % (out of 100%)

BOT4: %(outof 100%)

Figure 5.3. Question used to collect subjective responses of participants in rating their

teammates as either human or robot.

5.2.4 Participant

A total of 24 participants between the ages of 18 and 60 were recruited for the study from

MIT campus and nearby Boston area, and had an average of 23 years (SD = 3.8). Out of the 24

participants, 16 participants were males and 8 were females. Participants were asked to report

whether or not they were color-blind. None of the participants stated that they were color-blind.

Two participants worked in concert with two autonomous agent teammates over 12 experiment

sessions. In addition, one confederate participant chosen from a pool of 3 confederates also

participated in each experiment session. Details on the confederate participants are described in

Section 5.2.5.1. Only participants who have not participated in Experiment 1 were recruited for

this experiment. Each participant received a $10 monetary compensation for their participation in

the experiment. An additional monetary incentive of $20 ($10 per participant) was provided for

the team with fastest completion time across all performed tasks. All participants were treated

ethically as determined by the MIT Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects

(COUHES).
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5.2.5 Experiment Protocol

The experiment took approximately 1 hour to complete. Figure 5.4 depicts the flow

diagram of the experiment protocol. First, each participant was given an introduction to the

study, an informed consent form. Next, participants completed an initial survey to document

participant demographics. Then, an overview of the BW4T display was provided, similar to

Experiment 1. This overview consisted of a walkthrough of the display, including instructions on

how to communicate using the interface. The script used for the overview is presented in

Appendix IV. Next, participants underwent training sessions where they completed a high-

complexity as team of three people (2 participants and the confederate participant), which took a

total of 15 minutes to complete. To mitigate effects learning effects and provide the participants

with a thorough understanding of the interface, two training sessions were provided as informed

by the pilot testing. Experimenters instructed each participant step-by-step on how to travel

between rooms, communicate with team members and pick up and drop off blocks as part of the

training. Participants completed the second training sessions without the instructions from the

experimenters. In all training sessions, the participants performed a variation of the task in the

experiment session where they retrieved six random colored blocks to the dropzone. Participants

were encouraged to use these training sessions to explore the map environment and practice

communicating with their team members.

Next, a total of three tasks were executed by the team where both of the autonomous

agents used the following models: MEMM, deliberative-implicit communication only and

reactive-implicit communication only. The order of the tasks was randomized to account for

learning and fatigue effects. After completion of each task, a subjective questionnaire (shown in

Appendix III) was administered.
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Experiment Overview

Training Sessions

Agents with MEMM Model

El
0~ Agents with Deliberative-

Debrief and Feedback

Figure 5.4. Experiment 2 Protocol

5.2.5.1 Confederate Participant Protocol

In order to determine whether the communication models were perceived to be "human-

like," we included one confederate participant to simulate performing the task for Agent B in

each experiment session. The purpose of the confederate participant was to remove any bias

participants may have had towards the agent communication models when scoring their

perception of their teammates to be a human or an agent. A total of three confederates

participated in the 12 experiment sessions, where each confederate participated in four random

experiments sessions so that all confederates participated in an equal number of experiments. To

interact with each participant in the same way as the confederate, the experimenter asked the

confederate participants to perform all tasks that the participants completed. For example, the

confederate participant introduced themselves to each of their teammates and to the experimenter

at the beginning of the experiment session. The confederate participant also completed all

questionnaires and training sessions with the participants.

5.3 Results

In this section, we report findings from the human-agent teamwork experiment.

Statistical significance was defined at the a = 0.05 level.
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5.3.1 Measures to evaluate team performance

The team's performance while completing the task was measured in terms of completion

time, and this objective was explicitly communicated to participants as part of the experiment

protocol. Furthermore, participants were motivated to complete the task as quickly as possible

because a monetary reward was offered to the fastest team. A low task completion time indicated

high team performance on the task. Similar to the Human Teams Study (Chapter 3), the five

teams with the shortest completion times exhibited a significantly lower average idle time per

block across all tasks (M = 60. Is, SD = 38.3s) compared with the five teams with the longest

completion times (M = 154.9s, SD = 78.6s) (p < 0.01), according to pairwise t-test analysis.

5.3.2 HJ: Extending prior work to human-robot teams

We hypothesized that the team performance with agents using deliberative-implicit

communication would be better than performance with agents using reactive-implicit

communication. We found significant main effect of communication model type (reactive vs.

deliberative vs. MEMM) for task completion time (F (2, 16) = 66.9, p < 0.001, 71p2 = 0.893). We

also found significant difference between the between-subject variable of team performance (top

5 versus bottom 5) for task completion time (F (1, 8) = 15.68, p = 0.004 T1p 2 = 0.368). In

addition, we found interaction effects between communication model type and team performance

(F (2, 16) = 4.8, p = 0.024, 11p 2 = 0.374).

A two-tailed t-test Bonferroni adjustment (adjusted a-level of 0.017) indicated that the

task completion time for agents using deliberative-implicit communication was significantly

lower than reactive-implicit communication (t (11) = 5.61, p < 0.001), as shown in Figure 5.5.

These results align with results from the Human Teams Study (Chapter 3) which showed that the

fastest teams used higher rates of deliberative-implicit communication than the slowest five

teams.
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Figure 5.5. Average task completion time for all 12 teams when agents A and B used

reactive-implicit, deliberative-implicit or MEMM communication models.

5.3.3 H2: Team performance with MEMM compared to deliberative-implicit or

reactive-implicit communication

Our second hypothesis was that the team performance with agents using the MEMM

communication was better than team performance with agents using either deliberative-implicit

communication or reactive-implicit communication. A two-tailed t-test Bonferroni adjustment

(adjusted a-level of 0.017) showed that average task completion time was significantly lower for

the task with agents using MEMM communication model than reactive-implicit only (t (11) =

9.72, p < 0.001), as shown in Figure 5.5. However, no statistically significant results were found

when comparing MEMM with deliberative-implicit communication.

We also hypothesized that an interaction effect between communication type and team

capability where MEMM communication model would benefit the top performing teams more

than deliberative-implicit communication. Therefore, we conducted an additional 2-tailed t-test
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with Bonferroni adjustment (adjusted a-level of 0.017) to compare performance with MEMM

and deliberative-implicit for the top 5 teams that participated in this experiment. As shown in

Figure 5.6, our results indicate that the task completion time was significantly lower for the top 5

teams when agents used the MEMM communication model than when the agents used the

deliberative-implicit communication (t (11) = 15.39, p < 0.001). These results suggest that team

performance with agents using MEMM communication model can lead to better team

performance than agents using either deliberative-implicit communication or reactive-implicit

communication, particularly for tasks with high-performing teammates.
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Figure 5.6. Average task completion time for the top 5 teams when agents A and B used

reactive-implicit, deliberative-implicit or MEMM communication model.

5.3.4 H3: Team performance with MEMM equivalent to human team

performance

Figure 5.7 shows the average task completion time in both Experiment 1 (Human Teams

Study) and Experiment 2 (Human Agents Study) for all participating teams. We hypothesize that
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the team performance with agents using MEMM communication model would be equivalent to

human-human team performance from Experiment 1 (Chapter 3). Based on the TOST

equivalence test, the mean task completion time for the team with agents using the MEMM

communication model was found to be equivalent to the mean average task completion time with

the human teams from Experiment 1 within 95% confidence.
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Figure 5.7. Average task completion time for teams that had agents using the MMM

communication model (Experiment 2) and human-human teams (Experiment 1).

A similar trend was seen when the task completion time of the fastest 5 teams from this

experiment were compared to those of the fastest five teams from the human-human teams study

(Experiment 1). The mean performance of the team for the top 5 teams remained equivalent

between teams with agents using the MEMM communication model and human teams from

Experiment 1 within 95% confidence as shown in Figure 5.8. However, we found that the

variance for the top 5 human teams from Experiment I is significantly larger than the variance

between the top 5 teams with agents using the MEMM communication model (F1,4 = 12.93, p =

0.015). As shown in Figure 5.8, in Experiment 1 there were teams that completed the task faster

than teams that participated in Experiment 2 with agents using the MEMM communication

model. It is important to note that while the human-agents study does not perform better than the

human teams study, the team performance with agents using the MEMM communication model

does show improved precision in performance as evidenced by smaller variability in execution

time.
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Figure 5.8. Average task completion time for the top 5 teams with agents using MEMM

communication model (Experiment 2) and top 5 human-human teams (Experiment 1)

5.3.5 H4: Human Teammates perception of MEMM compared to deliberative-

implicit or reactive-implicit communication

As mentioned in section 5.2.3, in order to assess whether participants perceived the

MEMM model to be more "human-like" than deliberative-implicit or reactive-implicit, we asked

the participants the question shown in Figure 5.3. Each member of the team rated the

performance of the teammates on a scale from 0% (human) to 100% (robot).

Figure 5.9 shows the overall average ratings for the human teammate, Agent A and Agent

B (agent with confederate participant). These ratings show a trend that the teammates perceived

a statistically significant difference between the human teammate, Agent A and Agent B (F (2,

210) = 45.9, p <0.001). Average scores given by the participants to each teammate when the

agents used the MEMM communication model, deliberative-implicit or reactive-implicit

communication is shown in Figure 5.10. Post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni adjustment showed

that the average score for Agent A is statistically lower when the agent used the MEMM

communication model than when the agent used the reactive-implicit communication model as

shown in Figure 5.10. We also found that the average score is significantly lower when Agent B

(agent with confederate participant) used the MEMM communication model than when Agent B
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used reactive-implicit communication model as illustrated in Figure 5.10. Overall, our results

indicate that the participants perceived the agents using the MEMM communication model to be

more "human-like" than the agents using the reactive-implicit communication (as shown in

Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5.9. The average percentage score for all teammates: Agent A, Agent B, and human

teammate. Error bars depict standard error.

Another way to identify whether the MEMM communication model was perceived to be

more human-like or not than either the reactive-implicit or the deliberative-implicit

communication model is to measure how accurately participants were able to distinguish their

human teammates. For each of the tasks and each of the participants, an accuracy of 1 was

recorded if the score for the human teammate was less than the score given to either Agent A or

Agent B; otherwise, accuracy was recorded as 0. Figure 5.12 shows the overall accuracy across

each task when the agents used the reactive-implicit, the deliberative-implicit or the MEMM

communication model. Based on the Friedman test, we found that there was a statistically

significant difference across all three conditions X2(2) = 16.125, p <0.001.We conducted a post-

hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test with a Bonferroni correction (adjusted a-level of 0.017) and

found that participants' accuracy in distinguishing their human teammates was significantly

higher for the reactive-implicit model than the deliberative-implicit model (Z = -3.606, p <

0.001) and marginally higher for deliberative-implicit than MEMM communication model (Z = -

1.667, p <0.096). These results show that the participants are less certain of who their human
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teammates are when the agents use the MEMM communication model than reactive-

communication model and potentially the deliberative-implicit communication model (marginal

significance). Therefore, these results indicate that participants perceive the MEMM

communication model to be more human-like.
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Figure 5.10. Average percentage score for each teammate across all agent types (reactive-

implicit, deliberative-implicit and MEMM). Error bars depict standard error.
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communication model. Our results show that the performance of teams (i.e., task competition

time) with agents using the MEMM communication model was higher than that of teams with

agents using the reactive-implicit communication and the deliberative-implicit communication

(for the fastest 5 teams). One potential reason for this improvement in performance stems from

the reduction in communication overhead seen with the MEMM communication model than with

the deliberative-implicit or the reactive-implicit communication model. Compared to the agents

using the deliberative-implicit communication model, the agents using the MEMM

communication model sent 10% fewer messages to their teammates.

This study also shows that teams consisting of 2 humans and 2 agents, in which the

agents emulate communication strategies of human teams, perform equally as well as the teams

consisting of four humans (Experiment 1). This is one of the first studies to demonstrate that an

agent designed using the human teams' data can perform equally well as human-human teams.

Our analysis showed that the mean task completion time was equivalent between teams with

agents using the MEMM communication model and human-human teams within 95%

confidence. These results indicate that when the agents use the MEMM communication model,

the human team performance is preserved. We also found that there was significantly larger

variability in the human-human team performance from Experiment 1 than in human-agent team

performance when the agents used the MEMM communication model. This is an interesting

finding particularly because in time-critical and safety-critical domains, having a smaller

variability in human-agent task performance may be more desirable than having the team

perform better than human teams.

Finally, we showed that MEMM communication model was perceived to be more

"human-like" than the deliberative-implicit or reactive-implicit communication model. In fact,
one participant noted in the comments section of the questionnaire that "it was really hard to

figure out who was the robot and who was the human in the first [MEMM] task compared to the

second [reactive-implicit] task." It would be interesting to see whether participants' natural bias

towards a robot teammate versus a human teammate would impact their perception of the

communication model. Prior work has shown that people's perception and biases of a robot

versus a human can affect task performance both positively and negatively (Bainbridge, Hart,
Kim & Scassellati, 2008; Dixon & Wickens, 2006; Kiesler, Powers, Fussell & Torrey, 2008).
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These biases could potentially skew the way the participants scored whether they perceived their

teammates to be an agent or a human.

We should note that in the real world it may be difficult to objectively identify the best

performers. A study published by the US Department of Health and Human Services (2015)

identified the difficulty in obtaining data parameters after big data undergoes regulatory

compliance with human subject's research regulations and privacy laws. In these domains, there

is a tremendous risk in the re-identification of the participants. This raises the need to identify

how team performance is affected when a computational model is trained on all data and not just

the top performing teams' data. We conducted another human-subject experiment to empirically

evaluate the MEMM communication model trained on all 13 teams' data and compared it with

MEMM communication model trained on the top 5 teams' data and deliberative-implicit

communication model. The experiment details are provided in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

Future work is also needed in validating these results in unmanned manned systems.

Results from prior work in human-human, human-agent and agent-agent teaming in BW4T

domain have correlated to real world tasks with unmanned manned systems (Johnson et al.,

2014). However, further evaluation is needed to assess whether the MEMM communication

model is applicable in other domains.

5.5 Conclusions

This study empirically evaluated the MEMM communication model by comparing it to

deliberative-implicit communication and reactive-implicit communication model. We found that

the team performance with agents using the MEMM communication model is statistically better

than team performance with agents using reactive-implicit communication model and

deliberative communication model for the top 5 teams. We also found that the mean task

completion time for agent using the MEMM model was equivalent to the mean task completion

time of human-human teams study in Experiment 1. The MEMM communication model was

also perceived to be more human-like compared to the benchmark communications. We

determined that autonomous agents using the MEMM communication model are able to be an

effective teammate with humans. For these reasons, we recommend that a human inspired
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communication model be further investigated and implemented in human robot teams meant to

work hand-in-hand with human teammates.
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Chapter 6

Experiment 2: Human - Autonomous Agent Study 2

As described in Chapter 4, we designed a human-inspired computational model that

predicts effective communication type for the current state (i.e., deliberative-implicit, reactive-

implicit, explicit and no communication. We used the data from Experiment 1 to train and test

this model on data collected from teams of four human teammates working on a collaborative

search and deliver task. The results demonstrated that an agent using the MEMM model would

emulate the human team communications from Experiment 1 (as shown in Chapter 4). In this

study, we empirically evaluated the MEMM communication model trained on all 13 teams' data

(referred to as MEMM- 13) and compared it with MEMM communication model trained on the

top 5 teams' data (referred to as MEMM-5) and deliberative-implicit communication model.

Results comparing MEMM-5 and deliberative-implicit communication model can be found in

Chapter 5 (Experiment 2) on this dissertation. We assessed the performance of a team consisting

of 2 human and 2 autonomous agent teammates whose communications were determined by the

MEMM models.

There are many potential advantages to the MEMM- 13 communication model compared

to the MEMM-5. For example, the MEMM-13 has a model prediction accuracy of 92.8% while

the accuracy for MEMM-5 is 73.3%. In addition, out of the possible 64 features represented in

the model (combination of previous states and observations), only 42 features are observed in the

MEMM-5 database while 54 features are represented in the MEMM- 13 dataset. High accuracy

and higher representation of the communication strategies in the database may aid in

communicating the right type of messages.

There are also disadvantages to using the MEMM-13. For example, the dataset used to

train MEMM-13 includes both the high-performing teams and the low-performing teams.

Therefore, MEMM- 13 may have the potential to reduce the effective communication of high

performing teams in the human-agent study. These differences in prediction performance and

representation of features between MEMM- 13 and MEMM-5 raise the question of how the
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teams with agents using the MEMM- 13 would perform compared to teams with agents using the

MEMM-5 or deliberative-implicit communication model.

In this chapter, we first presented the study objective and proposed a set of hypotheses

intended to empirically evaluate the two types of MEMM communication model (MEMM- 13

and MEMM-5) and deliberative-implicit communication model. Next, we described the study

design wherein 12 teams of 4 teammates (2 human participants and 2 agents) participated in a

collaborative search-and-deliver task in a testbed called "Blocks World for Teams." This study

was designed to be identical to Experiment 2 (described in Chapter 5). Then we presented results

on analyzing the set of hypotheses to assess the MEMM communication model. Finally, we

discussed the implications of these results for human-agent teaming.

6.1 Objectives and Hypotheses

The objective of this human-agent team study was to empirically evaluate the human

team performance in which agents employ the MEMM-13 communication model. Furthermore,

compared the performance of the teams using the MEMM- 13 communication model with

performance of the team using the MEMM-5 and deliberative-implicit communication model.

Thus, we proposed the following four hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: We hypothesized that there would be higher variability in performance in

teams with agents using the MEMM-13 communication model than the MEMM-5

communication model. We seek to understand whether a model trained from all human-human

teams' data (i.e., MEMM-13), which can include both the high and low performing teams would

show would have higher variance than a model that is trained solely with the high-performing

teams. As seen from Experiment 2 results (Chapter 5), the MEMM-5 had significantly lower

variability in average task completion time than the human-human teams from Experiment 1

possibly because the MEMM-5 predicts a consistent set of high performing strategies. This may

not be the case for MEMM- 13 as the model is trained on not only the high performing teams but

also the low performing teams.
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Hypothesis 2: Our hypothesis was that the performance for teams with agents using the

MEMM-5 would be higher than teams with agents using the MEMM- 13 or deliberative-implicit

communication. In Experiment 2 (Chapter 5), we found that the team performance was higher

for the fastest 5 teams that had agents using the MEMM-5 communication model than

deliberative-implicit communication model. We hypothesized that high-performing teams (i.e.,

teams with the lowest task completion time) would benefit from the MEMM-5 model, which was

trained specifically on the high-performing human-human teams data.

Hypothesis 3: We hypothesized that the MEMM- 13 model and the MEMM-5 would be

perceived to be more "human-like" than deliberative-implicit communication. In addition, there

would be no perceived difference between MEMM-13 and MEMM-5. Both the MEMM-13 and

the MEMM-5 computational models were designed to emulate communication strategies used by

the top performing teams from Experiment 1 because prior work has shown that higher levels of

trust are associated with autonomous agents that perform "human-like" actions (Groom & Nass,

2007). Therefore, these models may be perceived to be more human-like than deliberative-

implicit communication model.

6.2 Method

We conducted a study involving 12 teams of four teammates (2 people and 2 agents). In

addition, we included a confederate participant who simulated performing the task for Agent B

(as shown in Figure 5.1) to remove any bias participants may have had towards the agent

communication models when scoring their perception of their teammates to be a human or an

agent. The experiment is designed to be identical to human-agent study (Chapter 5, Experiment

2) where each team performed three search-and-deliver tasks within Blocks World for Teams

(BW4T) (Johnson, Jonker, Van Riemsdijk, Feltovich & Bradshaw, 2009). During each task the

two agents used one of the three communication models: MEMM-5, MEMM-13 and

deliberative-implicit only. Both agents communicated according to the same communication

model. The objective of each task was to search for a specified series of colored blocks and

deliver them to a designated area as quickly as possible.
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6.2.2 Independent Variable: Agent Communication Model

A 1 by 3 within-subject experiment design was employed where participants completed

three tasks in the high complexity task scenario. A description of the high complexity task

scenario can be found in Chapter 3, Section 3. In the first condition, the autonomous agents,

Agent A and Agent B used the MEMM-5 communication model trained on the top 5 teams.

Details of the MEMM-5 communication model can be found in Chapter 4 Section 5. In the

second condition, the two autonomous agents used the MEMM- 13 communication model trained

on all of the 13 teams that participated in Experiment 1. Details of the MEMM-13

communication model can be found in Chapter 4 Section 6. Finally in the third condition, the

autonomous agents used only deliberative-implicit communication to communicate with their

teammates. In this task, the agents communicated three pieces of information: 1) which block

they were looking for 2) which block they were holding and 3) which block they delivered.

6.2.3 Dependent Measures

Similar to the human-human teams study from Experiment 1 (Chapter 3) and Experiment

2 (Chapter 5), the dependent measures included task completion time, idle-time and number of

communications per block. In addition, subjective questionnaires were also administered in order

to obtain feedback on participants' perceived workload using the NASA TLX questionnaire, and

the stress and degree of trust in their teammates using the team fluency questionnaires (Hoffman

& Breazeal, 2007) shown in Appendix III. In order to assess hypothesis 4 to determine whether

participants perceived the MEMM- 13 model to be more "human-like" than MEMM-5 or

deliberative-implicit communication model, we asked the participants the following question

after each task (shown in Figure 5.3). Each member of the team rated the performance of the

teammates on a scale from 0% (human) to 100% (robot).

6.2.4 Participant

A total of 24 participants between the ages of 18 and 60 were recruited for the study from

MIT campus and nearby Boston area, and had an average of 26 years (SD = 6.3). Out of the 24

participants, 19 participants were males and 5 participants were females. Participants were asked
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to report whether or not they were color-blind. None of the participants stated that they were

color-blind. Two participants worked in concert with two autonomous agent teammates over 12

experiment sessions. Each participant received a $10 monetary compensation for their

participation in the experiment. An additional monetary incentive of $20 ($10 per person) was

provided for the team with fastest completion time across all performed tasks. Only participants

who had not participated in either Experiment 1 or Experiment 2 were recruited for this

experiment to limit the study to first-time users of the BW4T testbed. All participants were

treated ethically as determined by the MIT Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental

Subjects (COUHES).

6.2.5 Experiment Protocol

As mentioned before, the study protocol is similar to Experiment 2 (Chapter 5). The

experiment took approximately 1 hour to complete. Figure 6.1 depicts the flow diagram of the

experiment protocol. Each participant was given an introduction to the study, an informed

consent form first. Next, participants completed an initial survey to document participant

demographics. Then, an overview of the BW4T display was provided, similar to Experiment 1.

This overview consisted of a walkthrough of the display, including instructions on how to

communicate using the interface. The script used for the overview is presented in Appendix IV.

Next, participants underwent training sessions, which took a total of 15 minutes to complete. To

mitigate learning effects during the experiment session and provide the participants with a

thorough understanding of the interface, two training sessions were provided as informed by the

pilot testing. Experimenters instructed each participant step-by-step on how to travel between

rooms, communicate with team members and pick up and drop off blocks as part of the training.

Participants completed the second training sessions without the instructions from the

experimenters. In all training sessions, the participants performed a variation of the task in the

experiment session where they retrieved six random colored blocks to the dropzone. Participants

were encouraged to use these training sessions to explore the map environment and practice

communicating with their team members.
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Figure 6.1. Experiment 2 Protocol

Next, a total of three tasks were executed by the team where both of the autonomous

agents used the following models: MEMM-13, MEMM-5 and deliberative-implicit

communication only. The order of the tasks was randomized to balance for learning and fatigue

effects. After completion of each task, a subjective questionnaire was administered in order to

obtain feedback on participants' perceived workload, stress and degree of trust in their

teammates shown in Appendix III.

In order to determine whether the communication models were perceived to be "human-

like," we included a confederate participant to simulate performing the task for Agent B. The

purpose of the confederate participant was to remove any bias participants may have had towards

the agent communication models when scoring their perception of their teammates to be a human

or an agent. A total of three confederates participated in the experiment. Each confederate

participated in four random experiments sessions so that all confederates participated in an equal

number of experiments. To interact with each participant in the same way as the confederate, the

experimenter asked the confederate participants to perform all tasks that the participants

completed. For example, the confederate participant introduced themselves to each of their
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teammates and to the experimenter at the beginning of the experiment session. The confederate

participant also completed all questionnaires and training sessions with the participants.

6.3 Results

In this section, we report findings from the human-agent teamwork experiment.

Statistical significance was defined at the a = 0.05 level.

6.3.1 Measures to evaluate team performance

The team's performance while completing the task was measured in terms of completion

time, and this objective was explicitly communicated to participants as part of the experiment

protocol. Furthermore, participants were motivated to complete the task as quickly as possible

because a monetary reward was offered to the fastest team, similar to Experiment 1 and 2. A low

task completion time indicated high team performance on the task. Similar to the Human Teams

Study (Chapter 3) and Human-Agent Study 1 (Chapter 5), the five teams with the shortest

completion times exhibited a significantly lower average idle time per block across all tasks (M

= 60. Is, SD = 38.3s) compared with the five teams with the longest completion times (M =

154.9s, SD = 78.6s) (p < 0.01), according to pairwise t-test analysis.

6.3.2 Hi: Variability in performance for MEMM-13 versus MEMM-5 or

deliberative-implicit communication

We hypothesized that the variability in team performance with agents using MEMM

communication model trained on all 13 teams (MEMM- 13) would be higher than the variability

in performance with agents using MEMM communication model trained on the top 5 teams

(MEMM-5) or the deliberative-implicit communication model. We found that the variance for

teams with agents using MEMM- 13 is significantly larger than the variance for teams with

agents using the MEMM-5 communication model (Fi,8 = 4.61, p = 0.003). No statistically

significant difference in variance was found in task completion time between teams with agents

using MEMM- 13 and deliberative-implicit communication (F1,8 = 1.11, ns) or between teams
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with agents using the MEMM-5 or deliberative-implicit communication (F1,8 = 0.88, ns) as

shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. Average task completion time for all 12 teams when agents A and B used

deliberative-implicit, MEMM-5 and MEMM-13 communication models.

6.3.3 H2: Team performance with MEMM-5 higher than team MEMM-13 for

the best performing teams

We also hypothesized that an interaction effect between communication type and team

capability where the MEMM-5 communication model would benefit the top performing teams

more than the MEMM- 13 or the deliberative-implicit communication. Therefore, we conducted

an additional 2-tailed t-test with Bonferroni adjustment (adjusted a-level of 0.017) to compare

performance with MEMM-5, MEMM-13 and deliberative-implicit for the top 5 teams that

participated in this experiment. We found significant main effect of communication model type

(deliberative vs. MEMM-5 vs. MEMM- 13) for task completion time (F (2, 16) = 31.2, p < 0.001,
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yp2 = 0.88). We also found significant difference between the between-subject variable of team

performance (top 5 versus bottom 5) for task completion time (F (1, 8) = 5.3, p = 0.034 7p2 =

0.368). In addition, we found interaction effects between communication model type and team

performance (F (2, 16) = 9.3, p = 0.004, rip2 = 0.374).
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Figure 6.3. Average task completion time for the top 5 teams when agents A and B used

deliberative-implicit, MEMM-5 and MEMM-13 communication models.

As shown in Figure 6.2, our results indicate that the task completion time was

significantly lower for the top 5 teams when agents used the MEMM-5 communication model

than when the agents used the MEMM- 13 communication model (t (8) = 3.8, p < 0.003).

However, no difference was found between MEMM-5 or deliberative-implicit communication

model. We also conducted an additional post-hoc 2-tailed t-test with Bonferroni adjustment

(adjusted a-level of 0.017) to compare performance between all teams with agents using the

MEMM-5, MEMM- 13 and deliberative-implicit models to communicate. We found that the task

completion time for teams with agents using the MEMM-13 was significantly higher than teams

with agents using the MEMM-5 (t (8) = 4.35, p < 0.002) and marginally higher when the agents

use the deliberative-implicit model (t (8) = 2.17, p = 0.062) as shown in Figure 6.3.
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Results from this study were comparable with results from Experiment 2 (as seen in

Chapter 5) in that the MEMM-5 task completion time from Experiment 3 was equivalent to

MEMM-5 task completion time Experiment 2 when compared as a between subject variable for

95% confidence using the TOST equivalence test. Replicating the results from Experiment 2

validates our study design further for Experiment 3.

6.3.4 H3: Human teammates perception of MEMM-13 compared to MEMM-5

and deliberative-implicit communication

In order to assess whether participants perceived the MEMM model to be more "human-

like" than deliberative-implicit or reactive-implicit, we asked the participants the question shown

in Figure 5.2. Each member of the team rated the performance of the teammates on a scale from

0% (human) to 100% (robot).

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 shows the overall average ratings for the human teammate,

Agent A and Agent B (agent with confederate participant). We did not find statistical significant

in communication model type (deliberative vs. MEMM-5 vs. MEMM-13) but we did find

statistical significant for agent type (human vs. Agent A vs. Agent B) (F (2, 16) = 5.6, p <0.03,

7P 2 = 0.22). Average scores given by the participants to each teammate when the agents used the

MEMM-15, MEMM-13 and deliberative-implicit communication models are shown in Figure

6.4. No interaction effects between communication model type (deliberative vs. MEMM-5 vs.

MEMM-13) and agent type (human vs. Agent A vs. Agent B) was found.
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Figure 6.6. Trends in overall rating for each teammate type (Agent A, Agent B and human)

and agent using deliberative-implicit, MEMM-5 and MEMM-13 communication models.

Error bars depict standard error.

6.4 Discussion

We conducted a human-agent team study to empirically evaluate the MEMM- 13

communication model with the previously evaluated MEMM-5 and deliberative-implicit

communication models. Our results indicate that the team performance with MEMM-5 is

significantly higher than team performance with MEMM- 13. These results indicate that a model

trained on both the high-performing and low-performing teams may not lead to higher team

performance than a communication model solely trained on the high-performing teams or a

model specifically designed to use only deliberative-communication. One reason for this could

be because the MEMM- 13 includes a higher rate of reactive-implicit and explicit communication

than either MEMM-5 or deliberative-implicit communication. As seen from Experiment 1

(Chapter 3), low-performing teams used higher rates of reactive-implicit communication

compared to high-performing teams. Therefore, with the MEMM- 13 communication model,
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agents are using less communication strategies that yield lower team performance than if the

agents were to use either the MEMM-5 or deliberative-implicit communication model.

Furthermore, if human teams' data were unavailable, one way to model communication

strategies for an autonomous agent would be for the agents to communicate using only

deliberative communications. This type of modeling would be considerably less complex as it is

deterministic and would not require learning from human teams' data.

In the real world it may be difficult to objectively identify the best performers, as

mentioned in Chapter 5. A study published by the US Department of Health and Human Services

(2015) identified the difficulty in obtaining data parameters after big data undergoes regulatory

compliance with human subject's research regulations and privacy laws. In these domains, there

is a tremendous risk in the re-identification of the participants. Future work should evaluate how

to systematically and objectively identify the high-performing teams from a dataset of human-

human teams' data.

6.5 Conclusions

This study empirically evaluated the MEMM-13 communication model by comparing it

to the MEMM-5 and the deliberative-implicit communication model. We found that the team

performance with agents using the MEMM- 13 communication model is statistically lower than

with agents using MEMM-5 communication model and marginally lower for teams with agents

using the deliberative communication model. We also found that the variable in task completion

time was significantly higher for teams with agents using the MEMM- 13 than in teams with

agents using the MEMM-5 communication model. Due to these reasons, we recommend that a

human-inspired communication model trained on the best performing teams be used rather than

all teams in the human teams' dataset.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

The objective of this dissertation is to take steps towards seamlessly integrating

autonomous agents into teams consisting of humans to perform complex, interdependent tasks.

In order for team members to successfully work in concert to achieve a goal, the team must

establish a common understanding of the task expectations and communicate effectively. In

addition, the agents' communication strategies must be interpredictable, meaning these strategies

should be expected by the human teammates. In order to develop these communication

strategies, we observe the communications of high-performing human teams and use this as data

to model agent communication.

Our first step was to identify communication strategies employed the best-performing

human teams on a collaborative task and compare them with strategies employed by worst-

performing teams. We found that as task complexity increased, the best-performing teams

exhibited higher rates of implicit coordination (anticipatory communication strategies) than

explicit coordination (request for information/non-anticipatory). We elaborate upon prior

characterizations of communication as implicit versus explicit by dividing implicit

communication into two subtypes: (a) deliberative (goal information) and (b) reactive (status

updates). Furthermore, we found that the best performing teams exhibited higher rates of

deliberative-implicit communication rather than reactive-implicit communication as task

complexity increased. We gained insight into deliberative-implicit communication by evaluating

task structure and observed that as sequencing became increasingly complex, communication

related to the team's next goal became more valuable to teammates, who were then better able to

plan their subsequent actions. This work is a first step toward empirical evaluation of task

complexity to assess its impact on team performance. This is one of the first evaluations of the

two implicit communication subtypes (i.e., deliberative-implicit and reactive-implicit).

Next, we designed a human-inspired computational model that predicted the effective

communication type for the current state (i.e., deliberative-implicit, reactive-implicit, explicit
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and no communication) given the communication type from the previous state and the observed

communication types of the agent's teammates. We used a Maximum Entropy Markov Model

(MEMM) to represent this sequential communication prediction problem. Based on the high

prediction performance achieved using data from human teams, our approach demonstrated that

there are specific patterns that people use to communicate with one another in high complexity

task scenarios. We demonstrated that an agent using the MEMM model emulated human team

communications.

We further validated the MEMM communication model by conducting experiments

where an agent used the MEMM communication model to work with human teammates. This

human-agent study empirically evaluated the MEMM communication model by comparing it to

deliberative-implicit communication and reactive-implicit communication. We found that team

performance with agents using the MEMM communication model was statistically significantly

higher than team performance with agents using the reactive-implicit communication model and

the deliberative communication model for the top 5 teams. We also found that the mean task

completion time for agents using the MEMM model was equivalent to the mean task completion

time of human-human teams from the study in Experiment 1. The MEMM communication

model was also perceived to be more human-like compared to the benchmark communications.

For these reasons, we recommend that a human-inspired communication model be further

investigated and implemented in human-robot teams. This is one of the first studies to design a

human-inspired communication model that learns communication types (i.e., deliberative-

implicit, reactive-implicit, explicit or no communication) based on human team data and to

empirically evaluate that model in a human-agent study.

Validation of this work in other domain

We study human-human and human-agent teaming in the Blocks World for Teams

(BW4T) domain. Results from prior study of human-human, human-agent and agent-agent

teaming in BW4T have correlated to performance of real world tasks with unmanned and

manned systems (Johnson et al., 2014). However, further evaluation is needed to assess whether

the MEMM communication model can achieve comparable performance benefits in other

domains. For example, consider a search and rescue scenario where an unmanned vehicle (i.e.,

UAV) must work in concert with nearby vehicles (both unmanned and manned) or with a ground
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station operated by humans, as shown in Figure 1.2. The UAV may provide status updates

throughout the progress of the task, communicate goal information, command the other vehicles

to perform specific actions or ask questions and seek information related to the task. Information

overload could result in poor task performance, particularly in time-critical tasks. In these

scenarios, identifying the right type of information to communicate becomes critical.

Evaluating team communication strategies in varying team dynamics

In this thesis, we studied effective communication strategies exhibited by four human

teammates. We designed a computational model trained on these communication strategies and

empirically evaluated team performance in teams of 2 humans and 2 autonomous agents. Further

validation of our work is needed to identify how team communication is impacted as a function

of other factors, such as team size, organizational structure, relationships within teammates, etc.

For example, if team size changed to greater or fewer than four teammates, it is unknown how

anticipatory communication strategies would impact team performance. In addition, further

validation is needed to identify whether dynamic organizational structures within the team would

impact communication strategies and lead to a different choice of computational model for agent

communication. For instance, if team members can selectively communicate to only one or a few

members on the team, such as a supervisor, we need to identify how these team structures would

impact human-human and human-agent teamwork.

Guidelines for human-human and human-agent training

This work builds on a long-standing tradition in which insights from applied psychology

are translated to develop training programs that enhance team coordination (Ford, Kozlowski,

Kraiger, 1997; Helmreich, Merritt, Wilhelm, 1999; Salas, Burke, Bowers, Wilson, 2001). Results

from our work may provide guidelines for how teams working in complex environments can be

trained to communicate more effectively. For example, we found that the amount of

communication increased for all teams as task complexity increased (see Chapter 3 results,

Figure 3.7). However, the best-performing teams communicated using higher rates of deliberate-

implicit communication, as compared with the worst-performing teams.
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Furthermore, our results suggest that training team members to proactively communicate

information about their next goal to their teammates can improve team performance. Prior work

has empirically evaluated various team-training strategies to incorporate effective

communication (Salas, Eduardo, Nichols, and Driskell, 2007), such as cross-training (Cannon-

Bowers, Salas, Blickensderfer, & Bowers, 1998), self-correction training (Smith-Jentsch, Zeisig,

Acton & McPherson, 1998), team coordination and adaptation training (Entin et al., 1994). For

example, team adaptation training is aimed at altering team coordination strategies to reduce

communication overhead (Entin et al., 1994). Future work is needed to assess whether team

performance is improved when teams are trained to communicate using higher rates of

deliberative communication.

This dissertation can also serve as a guide to developers designing agent-based models of

human-agent coordination in safety-critical and time-critical domains. The insights gained from

our computational modeling can be useful for developing more models using sparse

experimental data from human teams, particularly related to communication type.

Evaluating communication using different modalities

The effective communication strategies identified in this work have been specifically

used in the textual format. While the method from this work can be translated to other modalities

such as gestural or verbal (Shah & Breazeal, 2010), additional validation is needed to assess the

efficacy. In today's technology, information is exchanged through many modalities. For

example, in aviation, communications from pilot-to-pilot and from air-traffic-controller to pilot

are exchanged through both voice and textual formats. However, it is important to note that the

use of multiple types of modalities can lead to interference (Wickens, 2008) or overloading

(Watkins, 1975) and therefore, result in loss of information (Liu, 2001).

In addition there are advantages to using some communication types with a specific

modality. For example, responding to a question (explicit communication) through head

movements of "yes" or "no" might be easier to communicate via gestures than textual

communications. Future work is needed not only to evaluate the effective communication

strategies in other modalities but also to assess the costs and benefits of each type of

communication in each modality.
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Assessing how communication patterns evolve over time

Future work is needed to evaluate whether communication patterns would evolve over

time. The communication strategies assessed in our study were specifically targeted towards

time-critical tasks. These tasks, performed using the Blocks World for Teams testbed, took

approximately 2.8 minutes to complete on average across all of the teams that participated in our

study. Due to the short task completion time, it was difficult to assess whether the team

communications evolved over time. For example, it is possible that the number of

communications can decrease over time as the team forms a better understanding of the task. It is

also possible for the number of reactive communications (i.e., status updates) to increase where

teammates can provide task progress updates as task completion time increases. These findings

in communication strategies used by the best performing teams could further help provide

guidelines for achieving effective human-human and human-agent teaming.

Evaluating communication model for agent-agent teams

The goal of this dissertation was to enhance human-agent communication for effective

team performance. However, the MEMM communication model used in our study could instead

be applied to agent-agent teaming. As mentioned in Chapter 2, a number of studies have

designed communication behaviors for autonomous agents that can be applied to human-agent

collaborations. Similarly, the MEMM communication model, which has shown to perform well

with autonomous agents compared to a deterministic communication model (e.g., deliberative-

implicit or reactive-implicit) can also be further evaluated for agent-agent teaming.
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Appendix I. Consent to Participants Form

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN

NON-BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

NSF CAREER: Human-Aware Autonomy for Team-Oriented Environments

You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Prof. Julie Shah, Abhizna

Butchibabu, and Christopher Sparano-Huiban, from the Department of Aeronautics and

Astronautics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.). The results of this research

may be included in a PhD dissertation by Abhizna Butchibabu. You should read the information

below, and ask questions about anything you do not understand, before deciding whether or not to

participate.

0 PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL

Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you are free to choose whether to be

in it or not. If you choose to be in this study, you may subsequently withdraw from it at any time

without penalty or consequences of any kind. The investigator may withdraw you from this

research if circumstances arise which warrant doing so.

0 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The objective of this experiment is to categorize and classify communication patterns that

emerge from peer-to-peer coordination between multi-agent teams (human and autonomous

agents) in varying tasks. We also want to evaluate human decision-making when completing

complex tasks. The results of this study will determine effective coordination strategies
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implemented by a multi-agent teams in dynamic and uncertain environement. These strategies

can be implemented in several domains where teamwork is of importance.

0 PROCEDURES

If you volunteer to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following things:

Complete a preliminary demographics survey

Receive training regarding software

Perform four computer tasks while playing a strategy game

Complete a post-task questionnaire

* POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS

You will be asked to complete a repetitive task on the computer for approximately 90 minutes.

* POTENTIAL BENEFITS

There are no anticipated benefits for you as a subject that will result from this experiment.

The results of this study will determine effective coordination strategies implemented by a multi-

agent teams in dynamic and uncertain environement. These strategies can be implemented in

several domains with human-human teams and human-autonomous agent teams have to work in

concert with each other to conduct complex tasks.

0 PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION

You will receive a $10 Amazon gift card (or equivalent pay) for successful completion of this

experiment. If your team were to perform the best of all teams participating in this experiment,

your team will receive an additional $10 Amazon gift card.
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0 CONFIDENTIALITY

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with you

will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as required by law.

Personal identifiers will not be used in this experiment. Any data collected will be

identified by a subject number that you will be given at the start of the experiment. Data

will be stored on a computer in the Interactive Robotics Lab in Building 32. Access to the

lab is limited to CSAIL card access holders after hours. The computer on which the data

is stored is password protected and physically secured to a desk with a lock.

If other uses for the data collected are being considered in the future, you will be

contacted in order to obtain your consent for your data to be included. You may choose

not to have your data set included in such use.

. IDENTIFICATION OF INVESTIGATORS

If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact

graduate student Abhizna Butchibabu (abhiznab@mit.edu, (848) 219-7999), undergraduate

student Christopher M Sparano-Huiban (csparano@mit.edu) or Principal Investigator Julie Shah

(julie-a_shah@csail.mit.edu, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Room

33-305).

. EMERGENCY CARE AND COMPENSATION FOR INJURY

If you feel you have suffered an injury, which may include emotional trauma, as a result of

participating in this study, please contact the person in charge of the study as soon as possible.

In the event you suffer such an injury, M.I.T. may provide itself, or arrange for the provision of,

emergency transport or medical treatment, including emergency treatment and follow-up care, as

needed, or reimbursement for such medical services. M.I.T. does not provide any other form of
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compensation for injury. In any case, neither the offer to provide medical assistance, nor the

actual provision of medical services shall be considered an admission of fault or acceptance of

liability. Questions regarding this policy may be directed to MIT's Insurance Office, (617) 253-

2823. Your insurance carrier may be billed for the cost of emergency transport or medical

treatment, if such services are determined not to be directly related to your participation in this

study.

0 RIGHTS OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS

You are not waiving any legal claims, rights or remedies because of your participation in this

research study. If you feel you have been treated unfairly, or you have questions regarding your

rights as a research subject, you may contact the Chairman of the Committee on the Use of

Humans as Experimental Subjects, M.I.T., Room E25-143B, 77 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge,

MA 02139, phone 1-617-253 6787.
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SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH SUBJECT OR LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE

I understand the procedures described above. My questions have been answered to my

satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study. I have been given a copy of this form.

Name of Subject

Name of Legal Representative (if applicable)

Signature of Subject or Legal Representative Date

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

In my judgment the subject is voluntarily and knowingly giving informed consent and possesses

the legal capacity to give informed consent to participate in this research study.

Signature of Investigator Date
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Appendix II. Questionnaires used for Experiment 1:

Human-Human Team Study

DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY

1) Age:

2) Gender:

3) Occupation:

4) Are you color blind?

Yes No

5) I am tired right now.

Disagree

2

Neither agree

nor disagree

3

Agree

4

Strongly

Agree

5

6) How often

do you play computer games?

Monthly

2

Weekly

3

A few times a week

4

Daily

5

Types of games played:

6) How many people on your team did you know before coming to the experiment today (NOT

including yourself)?
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Strongly

Disagree

1

Rarely

1



NASA TASK LOAD INDEX

Mental Demand How mentally demanding was the task?
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21

1 1 '-1 .. I -L . 'I .. I. - - I , 1 .I I I ' I. 'I

Very Low

Physical Demand

Very High

How physicafly demanding was the tk
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 2 1

Very Low

Temporal Demand

Very High

How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?
1 3 5 7 9 1 13 15 17 19 21

i i i i i iI 1 11 1" 1 1 1 I
Very Low Very High

Performance How successful were you in accomplishing what
you were asked to do?

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21

1 1 11 1 1 1 1 111
Perfect

Effort

Failure

How hard did you have to work to accomplish
your level of performrance?

1 3 5 7 9 1 13 15 17 19 2 1

Very Low

Frustration

Very High

How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed,
and annoved werevou?

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21

1, I I I I , . 1 l i 11.10 10 00 1 1 1 1. '1 1 11111
Very Low Very High
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1) I felt stressed during the task.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree Strongly

Disagree nor disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5

2a) I did not
trust BOT2

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree Strongly

Disagree nor disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5

2b) I did not
trust BOT3

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree Strongly

Disagree nor disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5

2c) I did not
trust BOT4

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree Strongly

Disagree nor disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5

3a) I worked
fluently with BOT2

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree Strongly

Disagree nor disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5

3b) I worked
fluently with _BOT3_.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree Strongly

Disagree nor disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5
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3c) I worked fluently with _BOT4__

Strongly Disagree Neither agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3

4a) _BOT2 did their part successfully.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3

_BOT3 did their part successfully.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3

_BOT4_

Strongly

Disagree

1

did their part successfully.

Disagree Neither agree

nor disagree

2 3

_BOT2 communicated as expected.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3

_BOT3 communicated as expected.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3

Agree

4

Agree

4

Agree

4

Agree

4

Strongly

Agree

5

Strongly

Agree

5

4b)

Strongly

Agree

5

4c)

Strongly

Agree

5

5a) -

Agree

4

Strongly

Agree

5

5b) -

Agree

4

Strongly

Agree

5
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5c) __BOT4 communicated as expected.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3

BOT2_

Strongly

Disagree

1

contributed to the success of the task.

Disagree Neither agree Agree

nor disagree

2 3 4

6b) ____BOT3 contributed to the success of the task.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3 4

BOT4 contributed to the success of the task.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3 4

_BOT2 actions were predictable.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3 4

_BOT3 actions were predictable.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3 4

Agree

4

Strongly

Agree

5

6a) -

Strongly

Agree

5

Strongly

Agree

5

6c) -

Strongly

Agree

5

7a)

Strongly

Agree

5

7b)

Strongly

Agree

5
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7c) _BOT4___ actions were predictable.

Disagree Neither agree

nor disagree

3

Agree

4

Strongly

Agree

5

a)
actions were consistent.

Disagree Neither agree

nor disagree

3

Agree

4

Strongly

Agree

5

8b)
_BOT3 actions were consistent.

Disagree

2

Neither agree

nor disagree

3

Agree

4

8c) _BOT4 actions were consistent.

Disagree

2

Neither agree

nor disagree

3

_BOT2 actions were dependable.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3

_BOT3 actions were dependable.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3

Agree

4

Agree

4

Agree

4

Strongly

Disagree

1 2

_BOT2_

Strongly

Disagree

1 2

Strongly

Disagree

1

Strongly

Agree

5

Strongly

Disagree

1

Strongly

Agree

5

9a)

Strongly

Agree

5

9b)

Strongly

Agree

5
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9c) _BOT4 actions were dependable.

Strongly Disagree Neither agree Agree

Disagree nor disagree

1 2 3 4

Strongly

Agree

5

10) Any
comments regarding any of the member's actions:

11) Any comments regarding this experiment:
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